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Introduction

Dave Burrage
Marine Resources Specialist

Mississippi Sea Grant Advisory Service
Biloxi, Mississippi

I guess the first question we need to ask is why have
this program? Those of you in the industry are cer-
tainly aware of the problems we are experiencing in
the shrimp industry, not only here in Mississippi, but
Gulf wide and nation-wide, Shrimpers are facing in-
creased competition from imports, higher operating
costs, lower prices for their catch, and impending TED
regulations, Packers and processors are facing more
stringent environmental and FDA regulations and
labor laws and increasing costs.

State and federal regulatory agencies must try to
equitably allocate a finite resource among various and
often coinpeting user groups, such as commercial pro-
ducers, recreational fishermen, and the live bait in-
dustry, Therefore, it was only natural that we team-
ed up with our regulatory agency, the Bureau of
Marine Resources, to put this program together.

Management often means regulation and regula-
tion often occurs in conjunction with, or because of,

legislation. For that reason I'm glad to see several
members of both our coast delegation and our
Washington D,C, delegation in the audience today.
From Congiessman Larkin Smith's oui~ we have Bil-
ly Thornton and Royce Luke; from the Mississippi
House of Representatives, we have Ed Ryan. We also
have another special guest this morning who will be
our keynote speaker.

So again, why have this program? First, to present
information on the current status of the shrimp in-
dustry both nationwide and here in Mississippi. Se-
cond, to look closely at some management techniques
which might be employed to relieve some of the cur-
rent economic hardships prevalent throughout the in-
dustry, and third  and I think most importantly! to
provide a forum for those members of the industry
directly impacted by management decisions to have
some input into the decision-making process. I'm
pleased to see such a fine industry turnout here today.



The Mississippi Shrimp Industry:
A Management Perspective

Keynote Address

The Honorable Bob Short
Mississippi House of Representatives

District 118 � Harrison County
Gulfport, Mississippi

Good inorning to all of you. It is a pleasure for me
to address this conference as we start discussing ideas
that are as close to your heart aa they are to mine,
Like you, many of my friends are still making their
living in the seafood industry, Some of them are com-
rnercial buyers, some deck hands, some are owners of
processing plants or of seafood markets, and others
are drivers or general workers around the seafood
docks. They, or I should say we, have struggled at
times between the good years and the bad. We have
seen unparalleled growth in the shr imping ind.ustry,
We' ve seen shrimp landings going up more and more.
We' ve seen the consumption going up. But at the saine
time we' ve seen our profits going down more and more
every year. That is one probl~ that I am very in-
terested in, not only as a member of the legislature,
but as someone who knows what it is like to put on
a pair of white shrimp boots and unload boats from
6:30 in the morning until 10:00 at night,

Those were the good days, 1bday, we'd just love to
have a boat pull up. Most of the problems that we had
in the past were caused by weather. We'd have hur-
ricanes, we'd have storms, or we'd have no rain � those
were the serious problems in our shrimping industry,
But the last. few years, our problems seem to be of a
different kind. As I said, we' ve watched production and
consumption grow and our profits are still going down.
>n years ago, we were producing half the shrimp

co»uined in this country and moat of this was com-
ing from 'the Gulf Coast. Now we' re producing about
third That's oiie of the probleina, The main problem

th«we have as fishermen is the amount of money
t"at we get per vessel for our shrimp, The bottom line
is that we can't make a living if we can't pay our bank

I used to love to see the bankers coine around.
Now, It try to hide in the back closet when I see their

" «nie up, and I think most of you may do the same
mrt of thing.

In thist»a meeting we are going to have today, we' re

going to discuss with experts several different things.
Among our concerns are ways to limit the number of
people who can get into the shrimping business. It' s
not a good idea to some, but we' re going to have to look
at it because the more shrimpers we put out there,
the less income we' re going to see per vessel unless
there are drastic changes. Many people feel that tariffs
are soinething we are going to have to impose on iin-
ported shrimp, yet we see realistically through the
Congress and through other areas that this is not go-
ing to be a workable solution, For us here on the coast,
this solution sounds good. But if you live in Little
Rock, New York, or Kansas City, you don't look to aee
where the shrimp came from, you look at the price.
Consumers don't think about how many times you go
out and drag all night long and come up with only
50 pounds of shrimp; they think about price, whether
shrimp is $3.00 a pound or $7.00 a pound, This is
something we are going to have to look at.

We have a group of people here today who are ex-
perts in different areas. We' re going to have to listen
to them, we' re going to have to try to incorporate what
they know beat with what we know best as shrimpers,
not just for more money, but to survive. We' re going
to have to look at several different areas of shrimping.

Do we allow shrimpers to go out the first days of
shriinp season and catch the sinall shrimp when we' ve
been all winter long with no inoney at all? If we do
this, are we cutting down on the size and the value
of the shriinp in the next month or so? On the other
hand, if we wait to open the season and have to go
out into the deeper waters where the shrimp get
larger, we' re going to cut out a lot of the shrimpers
who have small boats. We' re going to cut out the in-
dividual's right to go out and shrimp if he can't go out
into the deep waters, I don't know the answer, but this
is a problem that we' re going to have to work on
together to try to come up with an answer. I don't feel
like we can say that because your boat is only 35 feet



long we' re going to stop you from shrirnping. But if
we delay the season froin opening until later, that is
basically what we are going to do,

It's tiine that we sit down as a group: managers, ex-
perts, shriinpers, processors, taxpayers, and other in-
dividuals to decide where we are going with the
shrimping industry on the Mississippi Gulf Coast, Are
we going to just keep plugging at one anothei' until
one day, all we will see is shrimp with a label we can-
not even read? That's why it is so important that we
meet together like this. We' re going to have to work
together.

If soineone calls the Mississippi Gulf Coast from
New York, they can call "Joe Blow" in Biloxi and say,
"I' ll pay you $3.00 a pound," then call Bob Short in
Gulfport and say, "Look, I can get the shrimp over
there foi' $2,70 a pound." The only people who get hurt
in that, ladies and gentlemen, are us. We' re going to
have to quit cutting each others' throats and work
together as a team. Competition is good, but when you
use competition to eliminate each other, the only per.
son who wins is some broker in New York City � a
broker who could care less whether our boats tie up
down here for 11 days, 20 days, or 30 days as long as
he can get his 50,000 pounds of shrimp and makes
his 10 or 15 percent profit. He could care less what
we make. That's where I believe we are today; in a
situation where we' re going to have to work together.
If we don' t, when we have this meeting a year from
now it will probably be half this size. If we don't stick
together, I think it will be over with for us. Only work-
ing together as a team will we be able to come back
and have the type of businesses that we' ve had before
on the Mississippi Gulf Coast.

I can tell you that we' ve had problems before. I can
tell you that I would love for us to go back to those
problems where we argued and cussed each other
because our boats didn't get unloaded first; because
of who was going to get in line to get ice next before
we ran out of ice; or because we were dying to get back

out and come back in with 50 or 100 baskets of shrimp
on our boats. These are the kinds of problems I want
to try to help you solve; not just the kinds of problems
that we have to worry about if we' re going to survive,
if we' re going to pay the bank notes,

I can proinise you the support of Ed Ryan and the
Mississippi Gulf Coast delegation, we' ll do everything
possible to see that money is put into the state' s
shrimping industry. We had a group of people in the
Delta who worked together to start catfish farming,
together, as a team, they built an industry and today
are producing inost of the catfish for the nation's con-
sumers. They work closely with their delegation and
with us to help in every way possible to pass state
legislation favorable to their industry and to make
sure that we get any monies available from the
Federal Government or from any other areas to help
them survive.

At this moment, Senator 'Ibmmy Gollott and some
of our other delegation are meeting with the Gover-
nor. We' re going to be asking for some legislation to
help the shrimping industry, We will try to help lower
insurance rates on our boats. If there is any money
available  and we have Congressman Larkin Smith's
people to help in Washington!, we want to make sure
we get a fair share for the Mississippi Gulf Coast,
That's what it's going to take. We' re down now, but I
can promise you that working as a team we' ll come
back. We have to work together with our local peo-
ple, our Delta people, and our people in Washington.
But inostly, we, in this room, have to work together
as one big family, because that is the only way we can
survive.

You have a lot of good people talking here today, so
I'in not going to keep you any longer. I can promise
you the support of your Mississippi delegation an.d
your legislature and together we will come back. If
I can help you any tiine in Jackson, or if Ed Ryan or
any other legislator can help you, please call on us,
and together we can rebuild our industry.



An Economic Analysis
of the U.S. Shrimp Industry

Kenneth Roberts
Professor and Marine Economics Specialist

Louisiana State University
Baton Rouge, Louisiana

Good inorning and thank you for the warm welcome
It is a pleasure to be here this morning, We have a
b;g task to cover-the economics of the shrimp in-
dustry in the United States and I'in going to move
through a nuntber of things; I'm going to talk a little
bit about boats, a little bit about imports, a little bit
about consumption, and quite a bit about processing.
I want to clarify something. I'm not going to give you

analysis, What I'm going to give you is a collage
of personal experiences, thoughts, and information.

I want to start and end on the same theme. From
my experience, one of the things that you have to do
is think dollars and not just pounds. We' re guilty of
this in my own home state of Louisiana and we are
the biggest shrimp producers. I prefer to think in
terms of dollars. It is a much broader understanding
and I think that it helps bridge the gap between dif-
ferent sizes of shriinp, it bridges a gap between sizes
of boats and it bridges a gap between part-timers and
full timers in the industry, One of the things that I
encourage you to do in these deliberations is not to
forget poundage, but to think in much broader terms
snd then get down to specifics,

The second thing is to think "beyond the dock," and
personally this is one of the things that I am most in-
terested in right now. The last few years in the shrimp
industry, I think the thing that is the hidden problem
in the industry is at the processing level and I hope
to convince you of that, Even though there are
m«ager who really perhaps only have legislative
responsibility through their regulatory bodies to do
something about the harvest, I still think a person
who is a legislator or a day-to-day manager in the
fi "heries industry has to be aware of what is happen-
»g in the processing industry and how decisions at
+' h t"e state and national level might affect it.
»nce 1982, what has been happening to overall

"h "imp consumption in the United States is very im-
pi essive, As a rnatter of fact, it can lull you to sleep.
You Ioolook at consumption statistics and you think
e"erything has to be great, because 1982 marks ap-
proxirnately the beginning of the rebirth of consumers'
'nterest in seafood for whatever reasons, It may be

health aspects or it may be that rising per capita in-
come since that time has been dramatic. Whatever the
reason, that sort of thing can lull you to sleep because
overall seafood consumption has been increasing at
about half the rate as the shrimp component. Let' s
say the shrimp component of overall seafood consurnp-
tion has been going up twice as fast, Everything must
be fine, right? Well, I don't think we would have heard
the previous comments or be looking at some of the
issues that are later on the program if it was that way.

Doinestic shrimp landings in the United States, fluc-
tuating over the last 19 years right around the
200-million-pound-mark in terms of heads-off lan-
dings, are not an upward prospect. Back around 1975
or 1976, there was a very large peak in U.S. supply.
Those happened to be soine good years in about
1976-77, particularly in Louisiana and I'm sure in
Mississippi, But, about that period, in the mid-1970's,
the West Coast fisheries, primarily Alaska, were up
around 190 million pounds heads-on. Since then, their
landings have basically crashed and are closer to 20
to 40 million pounds. Their industry has really gone
down a great deal, The Gulfs proportion of the U.S.
share has gone up, basically by default in the Pacific
Northwest.

Let's take a look at what has been happening in the
Gulf. In 1988, we experienced about 66 million pounds
of tails landed in Louisiana, down from 75 million
pounds in 1987. Thai, is a 9-million-pound decrease,
and at landed value adds up to about $18 to $20
million. The point I'm getting at, particularly for peo-
ple in the legislature and in management, is the kind
of impact that occurred in seven coastal counties in
the state of Louisiana. I think you have the same sort
of situation in Mississippi with a fewer number of
counties involved. If you put a multiplier of 2 to 2 I/2
on that, you are looking at a $50 to $60-million im-
pact in a shrimp season that runs about 6 months in
seven counties. That is a very large impact and you
can't just ~ it away" because production was down
a little bit. Our state representatives and legislators
and management people have to factor that kind of
thing into decisions, Fll wager this � if our legislature



in Louisiana was confronted with that kind of an
economic impact in a seven-parish rural area with
mostly farmers, we would see all sorts of things hap-
pening, The point I'm getting to is that I think we' ve
got to be a little bit more responsive in terms of tak-
ing some risk and changing management measures
and legislative approaches to our fisheries. Louisiana
is just reflective of the Gulf and I think the same thing
has been happening in Mississippi. There is
something more involved here than just a short-term
phenomenon. We are into something that is relative-
ly long-term. Everybody dreams. We dream in Loui-
siana about getting into the fishing business, par-
ticularly since the oil industry went down in 1983.

The 1987 survey in Louisiana of' shrimpers who
were commercially licensed indicated that 41 percent
of them were full-time. Fifty-nine percent of them were
part-time and that is not because of the economic fac-
tors. They were part-time because they were using the
shrimp industry as a supplemental income to other
wages. We, like you in Mississippi, have a full range
of boats, These ki nds of things are absolutely critical
to consider when you are doing economic analyses to
change the way things are going in your shrimp
industry,

Fifty-two percent of our full-time people had boats
in the 20- to 30-foot range. Fifty-two percentl They
didn't get their income full-time from shrirnping, they
may have oystered, they may have Crabbed, they may
have trapped, and a little bit of everything, but at least
they were full-time devoted to the commercial fishing
industry. Thirty-two percent had boats 30 to 50 feet.
Only 11 percent had boats longer than 50 feet, You
have a small number of the people representing a lot
of fishing power working offshore and a large number
of people representing small boats and, collectively,
a lot of fishing power fishing inside. I think again you
have to go back and look at the trends dockside and
say "maybe it is time t,o take some risk in the way
we approach things instead of perpetuating the same."
That's what I hke about talking dollars and impact
by number of counties and in a short period of time.

If you examine 1988 northern Gulf of Mexico ex-
vessel prices, you can see aAer about May, the 26/30
price for the rest of the year was above what it had
been in the previous year. For the 41/50 count, it took
a little bit longer for 1988 prices to exceed what they
were in 1987, not until late October. Next, we' ll discuss
61/70 prices. This is the beginning of our bread and
butter in Louisiana. The vast majority of our shrimp
 and I am talking about 70 percent plus! are this small
or smaller,

What is happening in particular segments of the
shrimp industry is important. One of the things I'rn
getting at by using a I ouisiana example is to tell you
to look within the industry you are trying to manage

and look for that particular segment in which you are
strongest or in which you happen to be weakest and
try to work with that particular area. We in Louisiana
have a very different shrimp industry than the state
of 'Ibxas and we should not in our state adopt the same
types of things with just a snap of the finger just
because they' re doing them in Texas. We have an en-
tirely different fishery. In most of 1988, prices for
61/70 count and smaller shrimp never got to 1987
levels. So you can take a mid-price for the Gulf of Mex-
ico and it may not reflect what happened within Loui-
siana. Remember that 50 percent of our people work-
ed 20- to 30-foot boats. You' ve really got to get in and
work hard to identify the segment that is experienc-
ing some problems and go aRer whatever can help
them.

Overseas fishermen and imports cause all sorts of
problems so let's leave the domestic fishery very brief-
ly, Imports went up to a little over 500 million pounds
in 1988, It is important to work with shell-on headless
weight. If you take imports and break them out and
try to find out what is happening, you' ll find 1988 was
entirely different from 1987. If you are trying to do
something to improve your industry, you' ve got to
know the subject and the subject is very complex. I
simply want you to know that you have to dissect, the
import issue. If you look at shell-on imports for 1984
through 1988, in 1984 and 1985 they didn't change
much and the overall figures reflected that. In
1986-87, they went up. In 1987-88, they went up
dramatically. Peeled imports went down between 1987
and 1988, although between 1986 and 1987, they went
up dramatically. What did we have in late 1987 and
most of 1988? We had a weak peeled shrimp market
didn't we? Things changed, What has happened? The
peeled market has been cormng back  particularly on
smaller shrimp! a little bit since late in 1988. We have
had fewer shrimp on the market. You get in and work
on imports by breaking it up Now, if you take 1987
and convert those peeled shrimp to shell-on tail weight
we actually had more product enter in 1987 than we
had in 1988. The composition was different in 1988.
There was a lot more shell-on during the year com-
pared to 1987, when a lot of it was peeled weight. So
get in and work with your numbers instead of just con-
demning imports � take a look and see what your par-
ticular problem is.

If you took a look at the 1984 to 1988 import in-
crease, what was responsible? Eighty-five percent of
the increase between 1984 and 1988 of the pounds of
shrimp imports was due to shell-on, We used to have
a lot of problem with canned shrimp, right? That was
what we felt a great deal in Louisiana, because of the
product that was cormng in from Thailand. That has
leveled ofK

Back when the Norwegians were going strong 3 or



4 years ago, we had a great deal of diKculty with
peeled shrimp imports, The Norwegian fishery has
basically deteriorated to the point where it is not a
major fishery anymora Eighty-five percent of the in-
crease was in shell-on shrimp. Fourteen percent was
in peeled, and all of the rest  breaded, canned, peeled,
cooked, etc.! was 1.3 percent, Why? Primarily because
of the development of aquaculture, If you want to try
to do something about imports you have to know
where they are coming from, You have to know the
sixes and the product form. Otherwise, the trade laws
in the United States are going ta defeat you from the
very start because they are very, very complex and
you are going to need something specific to address
shrimp.

In 1987, we imported roughly 40 million pounds of
Chins whitea In 1968, we imported a little more than
104 million pounds and we could have gotten a lot
mora Half the shrimp out of China go to Japan, and
Japan is holding record quantities of imports and in-
ventory right now. And you probably know that this
week there is supposed to be another major shipment
of Chinese shrimp inta the United States,

Ecuador, another aquaculture country, was basically
down from 1987. Maybe they have peaked and maybe
they are simply in a holding pattern until they can
get their hatcheries and some other things straighten-
ed out to go to a little bit more intensive-type shrimp
fanning.

Mexico has gone down significantly, and in Loui-
siana that doesn't affect us too much because we all
know the Mexican shrimp are mostly whites and they
are mostly big shrimp. They are probably going ta be
40munt and larger shrimp and most of them probably
26munt and under. So with Louisiana producing
smail shrimp, that kind of a thing hasn't hurt us very
much. We knaw this past year, big shrimp prices were
strong throughout inost of the year and I think that
is part of the reason that the pond-raised shrimp were
coming in at 41/50 or 51/60 count, Mexican shrimp
production, which is basically big shrimp, was down
a great deal so we had a lot of middle-size shrimp and
very few large shrimp. We had a fracture in the
market, place. Small shrimp went down and stayed
down, big shrimp went up a little and stayed up. So
again, the import situation is very complex.

You' ve got ta look at where the imports are coming
fram, because if you are going ta take action then
you' ve got, three big countries right here, twa of them
Latin American and one Asian, and you might have
to have different trade policies. I don't know what the
State Department ar the International Trade Ad-
minist,ratian would make yau da In 1988, smaller size
shrimp were a larger element of imports than in 1987.
These are shel!-on shrimp, and in the space of one
year, it changed that inuch from 31/60 to greater than

60's comprising 75 percent of the imports,
Peeled imports showed the same trend, Roughly 90

percent of the peeled shrimp came in smaller than
3lwount tails, For the previous year it was about 80
percent. So 10 inare percentage points entered as
smaller shrimp, 1988 was a small count size shrimp
year in terms of imports. We had a lot of imports in
1988, running ahead of 1987 through May, while the
middle of the year through September was below
1987. At the end of the year, we had twa dynamite
months, In December, China sent us around 25
million pounds of tails in one month. So the point here
is that if yau're trying to approach soine sort af
remedy, get in and understand what it is the market
is doing and the supply situation under which it, is
doing it,

Let's discuss what the beginning inventory situa-
tion has been. The beginning year inventory in public
cold storage hasn't really gone up in proportion ta iin-
part supply. There are two conclusions maybe, The
market has been a lot more current. That means peo-
ple are not staring and holding for some sort of price
appreciation, which used ta be the case during the
first quarter of the year. The second thing is the peo-
ple who are importing from Ecuador and China inay
be using their own cold storage and not going to public
warehouses. What is actually happening I don't know.
I tell you it is a consideration if you are trying to cor-
rect something. You' ve got to know exactly what is
happening ta that product when it comes in.

If you examine the processed weight in the Gulf of
Mexico on shrimp fram 1977 to 1986, you see from
about 1977 through 1983, there was not much change.
In 1986, processed shrimp from the Gulf af Mexico
went up in terms of number af pounds, perhaps due
to some people processing imports, but 1986 was a
good year of domestic supply. We had a lot of shriinp
available in 1986, so it might have been due to that,
If we examine how much we' re actually processing in
proportion to how much is being landed, it has been
somewhere around 85 to 88 percent in the last few
years since 1983. So you cauld say we are not really
in any upward trend there in tenne of how inuch mare
we' re processing. We' re processing about all of it. The
rest of it is going direct to market, let's say in fresh
or roadside or something like that. So we' re getting
out of the Gulf fishery, proportion-wise, what it ap-
pears we' re always going to get. We don't have any
slack in terms of shriinp that are not being processed
that we could use and make our people financially bet.
ter ofK Shrimp is the big thing in the Gulf of Mexico
in terms of processing. It always has been and pro-
bably will remain that way. If you look at the process
ed value of shrimp and non-shrimp over time, shrimp
has been about 88 percent af the processed value, In
other words, if you are in the Legislature or the Can-



gress and you' re concerned about the shrimp industry,
you are really concerned about the seafood process-
ing business in the Gulf of Mexico. That is one of the
perspectives you have to have.

The shrimp plant from 1981 to 1985, averaged
around $6.5 million in sales, Other seafood coinpanies
that don't have shriinp in their product line, were
around $2.2 million in average sales. Again, the
shrimp business was about three times the size of the
typical processing business in that 1981 to 1985
period. In 1970, the top five shrimp firms in the Gulf
of Mexico accounted for 36 percent of the sales. The
top 10 had 58 percent, By 1985, the top five hit 34
percent and they went down in terms of power, The
top 10 hit 53 percent, so we' re not. getting more con-
centration of economic power in the processing
business, at least through 1985, in the shriinp
business. It has basically been about stable. We don' t
have any big kingpins that have emerged over the last
15 years that are doininating someone else,

If we look at the volume of processed shrimp pro-
ducts in the Gulf in terms of shellwn, peeled, and
breaded, peeled has been increasing some, breaded
has been just about level since about 1983, and the
shell-on is up a little bit. Processed shrimp products
that are canned froin the Gulf are way down. You
know what has happened to the canning industry, I
don't have to spend a lot of time with this. It has hap-
pened to us in Louisiana and I'm certain that it has
happened in Mississippi also. What does this shrimp
from the Gulf get in terins of share of the processed
shrimp value in the United States? We' ve been trend-
ing along since 1983 at a little bit better than 50 per-
cent. How stable is the industry you' re trying to
inanage or do something about? I am trying to get you
to think beyond the dock because I think it is really
important.

From 1971-75, there were 60 shriinp establishments
that went into business. Sixty-two established firms
exited the industry. From 1981-85, there were 65
shrimp establishments that came into the business.
Seventy-three went out of business. We have a very
unstable industry. It isn't generating increasing con-
centration,  more power in fewer hands! and certain-
ly one that doesn't have just entrants. We have peo-
ple coining in and going out and some net outward
movement. Gulf processing establishments for
shellfish also indicate soine trends. During 1970-75,
1980, and 1985, blue crab establishments were up in
number. Oyster processing establishinents were up a
little bit. Shrimp processing establishments are down
a little bit, and again, with no increase in terms of
concentration of power in the top five or 10. You would
think that when some people go out of business, the
top five or top 10 are going to benefit and run soine-
body else out of business. This hasn't happened.

The value of processed shrimp during 1981-85 was
a little over$800 million. But, if you look at the trend
over time in terms of deflated dollars, the value has
actually gone down. In other words, the processing in-
dustry has not been able to keep up in terms of over-
coming the eA'ects of inflation. So their particular
situation has worsened in terms of the inflat.ion rate
and the value of their product between the 1976-80
average and the 1981-85 average.

Processing also takes place in shrimp exporting
countries. Processed shriinp imports is the other
aspect of the import situation. Why isn't some of the
shrimp being brought in processed? It is! Peeled,
breaded, cooked, and canned poundage has gone up
dramatically since 1983. In other words, all the value
added, all the employment, all the tax base and
everything else is done overseas. I think this is a con-
cern some people have for the future. As aquaculture
develops in third world countries, we should anticipate
some of their resources will be put into value-added
processing capacity.

The processed share of imports has been around 35
to 37 percent in peeled, breaded, and canned. The rest
of it happens to be a shell-on shrimp basis. The Gulf
of Mexico has had more processed shrimp in terins of
millions of pounds than imports did, but since about
1983, the import product has been running us head-
to-head. There is just about as much shrimp processed
outside of the United States as is processed in the Gulf
of Mexica

Another aspect of the import issue is not just the
total poundage but the size. In one year, we had a
dramatic change in terms of size of shrimp coming
from the leading aquaculture countries and I would
guess that if they had tried to maintain a lot of 26'30
and 31/40-count shrimp they wouldn't have produced
as many pounds. I think the way they produced
pounds in 1988 in Ecuador, for example, was they went
to a smaller shrimp.

Can aquaculture ex pand foieyer? There are so inany
shrimp farina in Taiwan they are having trouble find-
ing places to put their pipes &draw water. If you know
much about the import situation, Taiwan basically
went down about 50 percent in their production of
farm-raised shrimp this past year and we didn't even
see it in the marketplace. If they had been up to par,
you probably would have seen another 25 to 30 million
pounds of shrimp in the United States inarket So can
it go on indefinitely? Probably not. It will have to be
intensified a great deal in places like Taiwan where
land constraints are evident, They have to go to a lit-
tle bit more intensive system even though they arc
highly intensified already.

In 1981, about 2 percent of the world shrimp sup-
ply was aquaculture. Now it is about 23 to 24 percent
of the total world shrimp supplies. Some of our pro-



fessors who have been over to China are amazed at
what is going on over there, They are building levees
as if they were pyramids and they are going to be there
forever. I think the thing that will come to pass in
places like Ecuador and China, is at some point in
time, they will realize the value of converting some
of their investment dollars to processing. Maybe that
will change the approach we' re having in the Gulf of
Mexico of handling some imported shrimp in terms
of our processing lines and make it a little bit, inore
difficult for us to get supply.

For there to be a better prices, I think it has really
got to come from supply decreases in the marketplace.
I don't have any analysis to prove that but here is my
basis; it seems to me sine~ 1982-83 we had about as
good economic conditions as one could hope for in the
United Statee. I think unemployment, even last week,
as annaunced from the. Bureau of Labor Statistics, is
only 6 percent natianwide. We have had declining or
low unemploymcnt. far a lot of the period since
198243, declining interest rates from those very high
rates in the early 1980's, and generally stable fuel
costa, which are a big consideration in terms of peo-
ple's disposable incomit So it's about as good a situa-
tion as you can hope for, I believe, in terms of overall
economic canditions to drive the market up from the
demand side.

I'm just raising the question, "Can it be any better
in the next 5 years than it was in the last 5 years on
the demand side of the market?" I have a lot ol' trou-
ble convincing myself that it can be better. It can be
as good, but I'm not so sure it can be better. Therefore,
if there is going to bo a prolonged upside in terms of
price s it would have to came from the supply side, such
as interruptions in supply, or shortened supply in the
marketplaex. I have a hit ol' a problem with that in
terms of sustaining long run price increases because
we' ll have the thing cropping up like we did in
Kcuiidor with post, larval problems, or Taiwan with
virus problem~ in hatcheries. We' ll have short-run
breaks and supply interruptions, hut I don't believe
wc're going to have long-run increases from that. So
far t.hc next 5 years, I really question whether t,he
< conomic conditions in the United States couldbe any
better from th» demand side. The down side of the
market, I think, can come from either of two places;
d< mand de~reases  and I think t.hat may be a realistic
possibility if economic conditions aren't the same in
th» next 5 years as they were the last 8 or sol and
supply increases. So I think on the up side, you' ve on-
ly got one thing that is realistically going to impact
the market. On the potential down side I think you
have both � the demand decreases and supply in-
creases t.hat. are realistic.

Does the rest of the world represent enough con-
sumer. to take all of this extra shrimp off the market

if it keeps coming from aquaculture" .Sure it does. The
problem is they don't have any money to pay for
anything. So who are going to be the big consumers?
Japan and the United States and a little bit out of
Western Europe, They have the ability in other coun.
tries outside traditional shrimp-consuming countries
to take a lot of shrimp. They just have no purchasing
power. Are we about to sail off the cliffs and be gobbl-
ed up by dragons? Most of the time economists will
tel] you that. I don't think we are. I think we' ve got
a lot of problems � impoi'ts are one of thein, "and we
have inet the enemy and he is ourselves," as Pogo
would say.

But we have some short-term problems, too, that
are very realistic. I'm serious about the effects of
t,he TED regulations if, in fact, an 8 percent loss of
shrimp prevails on a typical boat in the short-run.
I'in talking about the short-run because I know
the economic condition we have in the state of Loui-
siana on our boats and we can't worry about, 5 years
down the road on this issue. I think we' re concerned
about it starting May l. Is the industry in a finan-
cial situation to sustain an 8 percent loss in shrimp
if that's what in fact happens with these devices?
I'm not sure that it does, but then again I don't think
the economic condition is strong enough to sustain
anything close to that, at least in my own state.
So we have a short-term problem. We have longer-
run problems, too. We have a lot of people who want
shrimp and some of the fish want shrimp. You' re go-
ing to hear something about stock augmentation later
on today, maybe a good way to feed some shrimp and
not just feed shrimpers. Well, we' ve gol. fish that want
shriinp and we' ve got a lot of boats. Rernernber that
little cartoon about the guy who is dreaming? He is
dreaining about, a Lafitte skiff, but I guarantee you
that inost of those people are dreaming about the next
step beyond the Lafitte skiff.

Some of the econoinic research that is going on at
LSU right now showed that in 1987 our big boats off-
shore, on a per day basis, net revenued about the same
as our inshore boats. Think about that if you have
$300,000 worth of steel floating around, Lots of peo-
ple want it, The lish want it, other shriinpers want
it, there is no controlled access. Have we gone too far
to do anything about it? I think you' ll hear samet»ng
about that later this afternoon,

Processing overseas, I have said before, I think will
be something that will come along. Dr. Chuck Adam~
here is working cooperatively with me and D K ithly
at LSU concerning a survey in the C~ulf of Mexico and
the South Atlantic processing companies to find aut
what is happening in terms of utilizing imported
shrimp in our processing lines. We saw that as an iii.
creasing trend and quite frankly a logical defensive
and in some cases an aggressive step, t,o preserve



yourself as a processor. If trade legislation gets im-
posed or discussed to stop or slow down imports via
tariff or quota, what kind of reaction might there be
in the processing industry in some of the exporting
countries'? They say, "Well if we' re going to be charged
a tarilT or a duty let,'s add more value to it here," On
a dollar basis, we might be better off. That may drive
people into more processing overseas.

Are we about to be gobbled up by the competition?
We' ll always have a shrimp industry. The question is,
how do we want it. to look and how do we want the

people to st.rive to make a living in it? How do we want

them to exist on a day-today basis?! said earlier and
I will conclude with this final thing. Think dollars.
Think beyond the dock. Think about taking srrrnr
risk~, because maybe the time has come that we' ve
got to take some risks in terms ol' management I
think that people who are dealing with this rrn a diiy-
to-day basis know we' ve been talking about hig boats
versus small boats, inshore versus offshore, and irn-
ports for the last 15 years. Maybe t.he things we'vt
tried t,o do haven't been enough and thr re niight be
some imaginative things we all need to try to focus
on in t,he future.

Profile of the Mississippi Shrimp Industry

Thomas Mcllwain
Director, Gulf Coast Research Laboratory

Ocean Springs, Mississippi

I was in Washington yesterday and one of the topics
that we were talking about was what we are going
to do about imported shrimp, There is not much in-
tent to put any kind of t,ariff or restricting imports,
etc., in Washington. You have five states in the Gulf
involved in harvesting. Fifty states around the nation
are importing and eating shrimp, so legislators are
not, real happy about the idea of doing anything that
would increase the cost of those shrimp to those folks
in other parts of the country, Traditionally, the Gulf
has gotten the "short end of' the stick" out of
Washington anyway.

I would like to do several things today and Davr. has
asked me to provide a profile of the shrimp industry
here in Mississippi, To be able to do that, I'd like to
talk about several other things before we act.ually look
at some of the numbers relative to Mississippi. I want
to talk a little bit about the life hist,ory of the shrimp
and some of the impacts t,hat we are having and I want
t,o talk a little btt about aquaculture, Then I want to
try to place Mississippi's landings and the value ot our
product in perspective with the world, the United
States, and the Gulf of Mexico.

I would like to begin with a revi«w of the life history
of the shrimp. Shrimp are an estuarine-dependent
species. Approximately 9S percent of all of the corn-
mercial species of fish and shelNsh that we harvest
in the Gulf of Mexico are estuarine dependent, Now
what does this rneano It. simply means that, most of

these species spawn their eggs sonrcwhere out in thE
Gulf of Mexico, near shore or offshore some distance.
As they develop over time, they go through various
life history stages. The shrimp goes through somr
nine different stages before it becrime. the post ! a rva
shrimp, which is about a quarter inch shrimp ririd
looks like an adult shrimp. By the t in92A lt,! cliches post-
larval stage it has migrated to the island passes ullrl
is beginning to move into the rnarshr s arrriss our
coast. This holds true for all of thr Gull' and South
At,lantic where our penaeid shrimp are f'ound. They
move into the rnarshes, go through a juvenile stage.
and move on into what we call a sub-adult stage.

VVhen the shrimp start get t,ing up to somewhere in
t.he neighborhood of a 68count size, or so, we open our
fishing season here in Mississippi. 'I'hey don't all reach
this stage at one day in time. It is a graduated thing.
For brown shrimp in Mississippi. we start seeing the
post-larvae coming int.o the Sound in late February
to early March. This year, the numbers really look
goad. Only time will t,ell what kind of crop we v;ill
have this year. We' ll be able to give you somr- fret ter
information on that a little bit later or> as we getclrr~ r
to the June tirrie frame. As these shrimp come in and
t~w in the marshes, and as they reach the suh-;idult
stage of about 68-count in Mississippi, they start their

igration back to the offshore spawning grounds. This
is basically when we open the season or, th» shrimp,
declare war on t.hem, and go out and try to catch as



many of them as we can. Hopefully, a few of them are
going to escape and make it back offshore to provide
the broodstock for the next year's crop of brown
shrimp.

We f! sh for three different groups of penaeid shriinp
here in Mississippi- brown, white, and then pink in
the winter and early spring. These all come in at dif-
ferent times. I' ve also made the statement that 98 per-
cent of all of the commercially harvested species are
estuarine4ependent. Seventy-five percent of the fish
that are harvested recreationally in Mississippi are
also estuari ne dependent, They depend on the marsh-
es, I keep harping on this. Why? One of the things we
have to continue to be aware of is the increased
pressure on our wetlands across the coast, In
Mississippi alone over the last 50 to 60 years, we' ve
lost somewhere in the neighborhood of 66,000 acres
of marsh. Louisiana is currently losing somewhere in
the neighborhood of 50 square miles of surface area
each year to a combination of factors. Look at it this
way: if you' ve got, a hundred acres of corn, and you
are a real good farmer, you can produce "x" number
of bushels of corn in that hundred acres of land. If you
take 50 acres of that and don't plant it anymore, then
you can't produce as much corn as you could before.
In general terms, this holds for the marshes. We keep
destroying our rnarshes and we are potentially reduc-
ing our ability to produce more shrimp

ln the last lew years, with the crash of the oil in-
dustry, there have been more people who have gotten
into the fishery and there is more pressure. We' ve look-
ed at imports, we' ve talked aboitt aquaculture, and you
will hear later on about ways that, may be proposed
to crintrol some of these things that «r» ongoing These
are all factors that influence what you ultimately get
paid for the shrimp that you harvest.

I~t's ~witch gears a little bit and talk a bit about
aquitculture. There is a very large ongoing program
current.ly supported by the U,K Department of
Agriculture to look at ways to reduce the cost of get-
t.ing into aquaculture in the United States, including
I4vvaii As Ken Roberts pointed out, 22 to 24 percent
ol the world's supply of shrimp currently is produced
by aquaculture, primarily in Ecuador and China,
Taiwan hss crashed t.his year. They had a viral infec-
t ion over there and one of the interesting things about
that particular situation is that they were looking at
some figures relat.ive to the size shrimp that were be-
ing   xported. Prom what I am told, collectively there
was a decision made tii hold their shrimp in ponds a
1 i t t 0 hi t longer to get them up into larger size classes,
v hirh would make them worth more money. These
shrimp normally harbor a virus. It is not infectious
to humans, but it is a pmblem for theshrimp only if
they are put under stress conditions, such as holding
them in pinds at high densities. When you are pro-

ducing 31- to 50-count shrimp, you' re not stressing
them to a point where that it is a problem, but once
you start crowding them a little bit inore in those
ponds, trying to get them on up to that 21/25 or larger
size, then you start stressing the shrimp. Maybe the
food is inadequate, maybe the water quality is inade-
quate, There are a whole host of factors, but they were
beginning to see deformities in the shrimp, they were
beginning to sec stunted growth, and then they began
to see mass mortalities. I' ve heard mortality is up
around 75 percent of their production for this past
year, so there are still a lot of problems in the world
of aquaculture.

The bottom line is that, throughout the world, there
are some 82 diFerent countries producing shrimp and
exporting them to the United States. Most of them
are Third World countries. They have a lot of land
area, they have very few environmental restrictions
for the most part, and they have cheap labor. They can
look at basically ineFicient, low production systems
for shrimp that produce less than 500 pounds per acre
per year and still make a profit out of it because it
doesn't cost them a whole lot to do that.

The shrimp research that is going on in this coun-
try is taking a difTerent track. We have high labor and
high energy costs, and some rather severe en-
vironrnental restrictions for using our coastal areas.
So what is happening here is that we' re looking at
more intensive systems to produce more shriinp per
unit of land area and these require more control of
the environment in which you are producing the
shrimp. Some of the experimental systems that we are
working with at this point in time are capable of pro-
ducing upwards of 40,000 pounds of shrimp per acre
per year as opposed to some of the extensive farina
in China or down in Ecuador or over in India, In-
donesia and other places in the world where they are
producing only 500 to 900 pounds per acre per year.
Obviously, it takes a lot of management to be able to
do this and to do it economically. We haven't reached
that point yet. Hopefully we will. There have been
so inc new feeds that have been developed that promote
good growth. Some of the systems that are being
operated in Hawaii are getting two grams of weight
increase per week in their shrimp. Here in Mississip-
pi, we are actually getting upwards of I.6 grams per
week. Two years ago, we carne nowhere near being
able to do that type of culture. So it is possible that
sometime in the future intensive aquacultural shrimp
may have a place in our economy.
Let me switch gears now and 1st's talk about the

Mississippi industry, Unf'ortunately, I wasn't able to
get any numbers on boats and participants. We' ve
been working with the Mississippi Bureau of Marine
Resources to try to get all of the Mississippi data corn-
puterized, 'Ibta1 world landings of all seafood products
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were 92.2 million metric tons in 1987. U,S, landings
in 1987 vere 3.1 mi!!ion metric tons or about 6.9
billion pounds so U.S, tota! landings are only a small
portion of the total world landings. U.S. !andings had
a dockside value, that was paid to the fishermen, of
$3.1 billion. U.S. shrimp landings in 1987 were about
363 million pounds worth about $578 million. That
represented a decrease in pounds of about 9 percent
over 1985 and about a 13 percent, or 37-million-pound,
decrease from 1986. There was a decrease of $S4.7
million, or 13 percent, in the total value of all our
shrimp landings. Landings of New England shrimp
were up approximately 70 percent and the North
Pacific landings were up approximately 15 percent
during that same timefrarne.

Let's look specifically at Mississippi and the Gulf.
There were approximately 2.5 billion pounds of
fishery products landed in the Gulf of Mexico in 1987,
with a total dockside value of about $765 million.
That is what is paid to t.he fishermen. Mississippi has
the second largest volume of !andings in the Gulf.
We are only surpassed by Louisiana, If you look at the
value of our fishery products, we fall down to number
four and the reason for this is most of' our landings
in Mississippi are menhaden, which has fairly low
dockside value.

The value of our landings cornea primarily from
shrimp. Our total shrimp landirigs accounted for

$7,815,000 in 1987. We are number five as far as the
total Gulf in shrimp landings. The shrimp landings
have consistent! y increased over the last 1S years, but
they have had some rather wild fluctuations.

We see that in finfish, menhaden account i' or 9S-plus
percent of volume of Mississippi finfish products, They
count for 86 percent of all of the finfish value. If you
look at the total  fr nfish and shellfish! of 1VIissi ssippi,
you find that menhaden make up 94.4 percent of all
of the landings in Mississippi. They make up 41.8 per-
cent of the total value of al! fishery products ! anded
in t,he state of Mississippi.

We find that shrimp make up 72 or almost 73 per-
cent of the total value of all of the she! lfish harvested
and they make up 88.5 percent of volume nfall of the
shellfish landings. By shellfish we' re talking about
shrimp, oysters, and crabs. Shrimp only count for 2.8
percent of the total volume of a!! of the fishery pro-
ducts landed in Mississippi, yet they account for 45
or a!most 46 percent of the total value of the seafood
industry in the state of Mississippi. So it is a very,
very important segment of our industry and it
deserves all of the attention that we can focus on it.

to try to maintain that industry over time. Again,
we' re orily talking about dockside va!ue. There' s
another whole side of this and this is the processing
industry. I would like to encourage our industry to
look at further processing.



Overview of State and Federal

Management Schemes in the
Gulf of Mexico

Richard McLaughbn
Director, Mississippi/Alabama Sea Grant Legal Program

University of Mississippi
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I'd like to thank the Mississippi/Alabama Sea Grant
Consortium f' or their continued funding that allows
me to speak at conferences like this. Rather than put-
ting everyone to sleep with a detailed recitation of the
shrimp management laws and regulations in the five
Gulf States, I think I will discuss, in more general
terms, the various state and federal management
policies and philosophies. Ibward the end of my
presentation, I will give you a few of my impressions
as to the future trends in shrimp management in t,he
Gulf region.

Shrimp management policy in the Gulf region is
determined on both the state and federal level. On the
federal level, not much is currently taking place.
Other than implementing a 454ay area closure out
t,o the 200-mile limit off of Texas and a permanent
area closure of the 'Ibrtugas Banks off of Sout,hwest
Florida, there is little federal regulation of shrirnp-
ing in the Gulf. In contrast, the states intensively
manage their shrimp resources. Instead of going
through and reciting t,he various laws and regu lations,
l am going to discuss generally whatshrirnp policy
is in the various rtates and what kind of philosophies
they adhere to.

Generally, shrimp policy reflects a broad range of
political, biological, economic, and social objectives,
These objectives may he formalized, as when they are
contained in statutes or ordinances, or they may be
informal in the form of customs or traditions that just
seem to evolve over the years, A couple of years ago
at the Gull' and South Atlantic Fisheries Conference
in New Orleans, Wa!ter Keithly and Mike Wascom
from LSU presented a paper that summarized and
categorized the different fisheries rnanagernent objec-
tivess of'the live Gulf states Their conclusion, basical-
!y, was that the management, objectives were prirnari-
ly biological in content and t.hat the concept of
economics didn't play a very large role in the manage-
ment objectives. If economic concepts were involved,
they were generally economic equity concepts in the
form of full employment measures rather than

economic efficiency measures such as limited entry
or industry quotas that would limit fishery effort.

As a result, their thesis was that it is going to be
very difficult in the Gulf region to institute fishery
reduction effort programs like limited entry until the
Gulf states change their regulatory and management
policies from almost total reliance on biological
criteria to policies that more heavily encourage
economic eA iciency. Although I believe their thesis to
be generally correct, I don't have the expertise or
desire to get involved in that debate. I leave it to the
economists and marine biologist.s out there to deter-
rnine the validity of the theory. For my purposes, I do
think it is a good jumping off point for me in my own
survey of the laws and policies of the five Gulf states.
First, I will describe the management objectives of
each state and then I will summarize how they im-
plement those objectives through the traditional
management techniques of count restrictions, area
and season closures, gear restrictions, and quotas of
some kind.

Moving from east to west, I will start with Florida.
Florida's statutory management�'objectives are to
"preserve, manage and protect the marine, crustacean,
shell, and anadrarnous fishery resources of the st,ate
and the waters thereof; to regulate the operations of
all fisherman and vessels of the state engaged of tak-
ing such fishery resources and conduct scientific,
economic, and other studies and research, all of which
duties and operation shall be directed to the broad ob-
jectives of managing such fisheries in the interest of
all people of the state, to the end that they shall pro-
duce the maximum sustained yield, consistent with
the preservation and protection of the breeding stock
.... among other measure~, management regulations
must be consistent with the following standards: the
paramount concern of conservation and management
measures shall be the continuing health and abun-
dance of the marine fisheries resources of the state.
Conservation and management measures shall be
based on the best information available, including



biological, sociological, economic, and other informa-
tion deemed relevant by the Commission. Conserva-
tion and management decisions shall be fair and
equitable to all the people of the state."

Therefore, in Florida, fisheries are to be managed
for the maximum sustainable yield  which is basical-
ly a biological term! for all the people of the state.
Florida, like other Gulf states, seems to give a fair
amount of guidance regarding the biological criteria
they are interested in but very little guidance regard-
ing the economic objectives. Other than placing para-
rnount concern on the continuing health and abun-
dance of marine fisheries, you really don't know what
is in the best interest of the state. Is it in the best in-
terest of the state to maximize ernployrnent or is it
the best interest to maximize revenue or is it in the
best interest to increase prices? What really are the
economic objectives~ Unlike other states like Loui-
siana and Texas that I will discuss a lit,tie later, that
have more clearly defined management objectives.
Florida is hard to categorize because these objectives
are very vague, In addition, it is the only state among
the five Gulf states that still relies on local laws to
manage much of the state's fisheries resources.

When the Florida Marine Fisheries Commission
was established 6 years ago, it incorporated more than
200 local regulations, some dating back to the late
1800's into state law. In order for the commission to
repeal these local laws, it has to go through a pro-
tracted and costly procedure including public hear-
ings in the affected counties. As a result, in Florida
only about 15 or 20 of these local laws have been
repealed over the last 6 years. There are still over 180
on the books and as a result, the management scheme
is fragmented into a checkerboard pattern of local or-
dinances and state law,

It is therefore, very difficult to general ize or
categorize what the philosophy is in Florida. A few
statewide shrimp management techniques are in
place including a shrimp count restriction of 47~ount
with heads, 70-count without heads. There is also a
stat,ewide prohibition against tickler chains in p! ace.
There are also a few gear restrictions contained in the
code having to do with counties that border the St.
Johns River, but generally all the other gear restric-
tions are contained in the local ordinances located in
the administrative code. Large area closures like the
'Ibrtugus Bank, the Florida east coast shrimp bed, and
Cede.r Key are contained in the state regulations, but
almost all of the small closures are determined on a
local basis.

Many of the older loc.al ordinances were passed
without the benefit of modern management tech-
niques that. we tal;e for granted today Until there is
some centralization in Florida and until these 180
laws and regulations are repealed and there is in-

in F Iorida, it is dificult t,o knowcreased central izat i o»rr

h ters I would just be sure to findfishing in those water»
out county-by-cpu ntv wtv what kinds of ordinances are in
effect,

Alabama and Mississippi management policies. in
contrast, are centralized and a lot easier to explain
as a result. Alabama places full jurisdiction over
seafood in state waterrs in the Department of Conser-
vation and natural Resources. The statutory policy
of that agency is to 'ordain, promulgate, and enforce
all rules, regulations, and orders deemed by it to be
necessary for the prot, ection, propagation, or censer.
vation of all seafood It may, by order duly made anrl
published, prescribe the no armer of taking or catching,
the time when, and designate the places from which
the seafood may or may not be taken or caught as
deemed to be in the best interest of the seafood in-
dustry." The language is, theref'ore, heavily weighted
toward biological measures. However, again it roust
"be in the best interest of the seafood industry," which
is a very vague concept, Ance again, I question hov
much guidance that gives managers, Is it in the best
interest of the seafood indtrstry to put, in place some
kind of limited entry system. Are they interested in
full employment or a stable supply of seafood for their
processors? What exactly they are interested in doing'?

Alabama uses an assortment of manage me nt
techniques including a count restriction of 66 per
pound with heads. They also use extensive area
closures, I think more than most other states. The
nursery area closures have increased in recent years
and seem to be the predominant management tech-
nique. All the streams, bayous, and creeks within the
state except Bayou St. John and Old River are per-
rnanently closed, along with the smaller bays and a
sizable portion of the Mississippi Sounrl. I think one
of the reasons for this is that Alabama doesn't have
a seasonal closure. They instead rely entirely and ex-
clusively on their area clor,urea and, therefore, may
close an excessi ve amou nt of waters because they don' t
have the ability to limit fishing during certain times
of the year unless they close those bays off. As I'ar as
gear restrictions are coneer>ed, they are not par
ticularly harsh compared to other states. They have
a two main trawl limit. not, to exceed 50 feet at the
cork line and one test trawl not to exceed 10 feet. in
inside waters. In outside waters, there are no trawl
restrictions. There a.re no restrict,iona on mesh size
and genera y e ordinances and regulations are notan enerall the ord'

particularly detailed in Alabaina, The~ leave, instead,
quite a bit of discretion to t-heir age nc~ to deve.lop and
implement their pol icies.

Mississippi s mananagernent objectives are ..imilar to
Alabama's. In fact th, the two states have coordinated
their policies fairly well, The bureau of Marine



Resources of the Mississippi Department of Wildlife,
Fisheries, and Parks is vested with authority over
saltwater aquatic life 'The public policy of this state
shall be to recognize the need for a concerted effort
to work toward the protection, propagation, and con-
servation of its seafood and aquatic life in connection
with the revitalization of the seafood industry of the
state of Mississippi, It is the intent of the legislature
to provide a modern, sound, comprehensive, and
workable law to be adrmnistered as may be necessary
to protect, conserve and revitalize seafood life in the
state of Mississippi." Therefore, you can see the
language is almost identical to that of Alabama's.
They use the language "protect, propagate, and con-
serve" the species, Their economic criteria are a lit-
tle clearer than Alabama's but still not of much help
compared to Louisiana or Texas,

Just as their management objectives are similar, so
are their management, techniques. They both have a
68-count rule in efIect. Mississippi recently amended
its law to allow two trawls of up to 50 feet and one
t.est trawl to L2 feet. Mississippi does have closures,
though they are not as extensive as Alabama's, and
Mississippi, unlike Alabama, has a seasonal closure.
The season opening begins the first Wednesday in
June and closes on January 1, except south of the in-
tercoastal waterway, where it. only closes from May
1 until the first Wednesday in June. The shrimp
management objectives in Mississippi and Alabama
tend to be heavily biological in content. The two states
give their management agencies quite a bit of discre-
tion to develop and irnplernent their policies,

This is not the case in Louisiana. As in many
other things, Louisiana is, of course, different than
everyone else. It gives little discretion to its manage-
ment agenciea Instead, the legislature has tradi-
tionally exercised a tremendous amount of control
over Louisiana's seafood laws and regulations. Most
of the laws and regulations are legislatively en-
acted rather than administratively enact.ed by way
of agency regulations. In Louisiana the statutory
pohcy is to "protect, conserve, and replenish the
natural resources of the state including all aquatic
life." That, however, has been supplemented recently
with a statutory provision that encourages employ-
rnent as one of its primary poiicy objectives. This
is contained in section 571 of Title 56 of the Louis-
iana Revised Code It states: "recognizing the value
of the seafood industry in the economy of the state of
Louisiana and recognizing that the seafood industry
employs hundreds of Louisiana citizens thereby
decreasing unemployment and the burden ernploy-
ment places on the stat,e fiscally, it is therefore the
policy and purpose of this section to provide every
method of encouragement and assistance to the com-
mercial fishermen of the state of Louisiana to prevent

unemployment of Louisiana citizens and to provide
economic stability in those areas of I.ouisiana so
dependent on the seafood industry."

This emphasis on ernployrnent is unique to Loui-
siana and is reflected in their management tech-
niques and policies, They have a very liberal 100-
shrimp count rule in effect that only is applicable to
white shrimp and there is no count restriction at afl
during the spring open season. There are no area
closures in Louisiana, at least technically. They will,
on an emergency basis, close areas, but there are no
permanent area closures, Gear restrictions are similar
to Alabama's and Mississippi's except in some cases
they allow larger nets in certain waters. There is also
a minirnurn mesh size in Louisiana unlike Mississip-
pi and Alabama, Until last year, there was a statutory
requirement in Louisiana to make sure that there are
at least two open shrimp seasons per year of a specific
duration. Thatwas established by code, regardless of'
biological criteria.

This has recently been changed. In 1988, they pass-
ed an act that allows the Wildlife and Fisheries Com-

rnission to develop its own seasons based on biological
data rather than being legislat.ively mandated as it
was in the past, This, I think, may signify an irnpor-
tant shift in Louisiana. It may be an indicatio~ that
the legislature is beginning to relinquish some con-
trol over the fisheries management laws in the state.
I could be reading more into it than I should, but this
may be a portent of things to come.

Of the five states that I surveyed, Louisiana is the
only st.ate that expressly prohibits the use of all nets
that are not specified in their ordinances. The exact
language is that "saltwater shrimp may be taken by
means of traw!s, butterfly nets, or cast nets and by
no other means except as provided in R556 This
seems at first glance to be a restrictive measure in
contrast to the liberal policies nortnally employed in
Louisiana. However, while they have prohibited the
use of nets that are not, specifically contained in the
code, they have also developed a perrnitt,ing system
that allows fisherman who want to use new nets or
innovative techniques to go to the agency and get a
one-year permit to test them out. In one sense, they
have taken something away from the fisherman and
in the other they have given it back.

Clearly, Iiouisiana's management scheme is intend-
ed to assist its shrimp fisherman, especially the small
shrimp fisherman, to make some kind of a living. It
is not there to increase revenues, It is not there to
make the industry more eAicient. It is there to create
employment, to make sure that everyone who wants
to get into the fishery can get into the fishery. As a
result of this heavy emphasis on employment, it. will
be very difficult for Louisiana to enact any kind of
fishery effort reduction. My opinion is that of the five



states that I have surveyed, that kind of program will
have the most diFicult time in Louisiana.

Texas is much diFerent. There�shrimp management
is handled by the Parks and Wildlife Department,
which is authorized to regulate the taking and con-
servation of fish, oysters, crabs, and all other forms
of marine lil'e. They have provided regulatory
guidelines for shrimp that are very similar to the
federal management guidelines contained in the
Magnuson Act, These guidelines encourage "manage-
ment measures to prevent over-fishing while achiev-
ing on a continuing basis the optirnurn yield for the
fishery; measures based on best scientific information
available; measures to manage shrimp throughout
their range; and  ,this is the important one! measures
where practicable that will promote efficiency in
utilizing shrimp resources except that economic
allocat.ion may not be the sole purpose of the
measures; measures where practical that will
minimize cost and avoid unnecessary duplication in
their administration and measures that will enhance
enforcement."

Texas is the only Gulf state that, expressly has
placed in its management objectives economic eNicien-
cy as one of the criteria that it should use or should
at least consider. This is reflected in its management
techniques, which I think are more restrictive, than
many of t.he other states. Also, as far as I know, Texas
is the only state that actually tried t o enact a limited
entry program, About 5 years ago, there was a
moratorium on commercial shrimp licenses that has
since been phased out, I don't know whether any other
Gulf states have tried this. If someone else knovvs

more about the Texas limited entry program, I would
like to know about it. I assume it did not work very
well or it would not have been phased out.

The 'Ibxas management philosophy clearly reflects
a greater priority on economic efficiency. As a result,
its regulations are more restrictive. The restrictive
regulations include the 200-mile closure that takes
place between June 1 and July 15 out to the 200-mile
liniit. They also have a very restrictive shrimp count
of 50 per pound with heads during the faH open
season. They only allow t,he use of one main trawl and
one test trawl rather than two trawls in inside waters
like the other states, and they are the only state that
has a catch limit on i nside waters of no more than 300

pounds per vessel per day during the spring open
season.

To summarize the general management philo-
sophies in the Gulf states, Texas is really t.he only
state that expressly encourages its management agen-
cies to examine economic eAiciency measures rather
than biological measures or economic equity
measures in order to develop its management pro-
grams. Louisiana, in contrast, places full employment

as its primary management object,ive and as a result
has more lenient regulations and allows just about
anyone who wants to, to get into t.he fishery. Mississip-
pi and Alabama are somewhere in t,he middle. They
are heavily influenced by biological criteria. Their
management objectives don't really discuss economic
measures. In addition, the managetnent agencies in
those two states are a little more pvwerf'ul than in any
other states because the legislatures have allowed
them to develop and implement policies t.o a greater
extent than any of the other states. Florida is "out. in
left field" because of its strange decentralized systent
in which there are local and state adniinistrative corn-

binations that determine what the management
techniques will be.

I have left the subject of federal management to the
end because I don't think there is any federal rnanage-
rnent. I don't know what they are doing other than
the two major programs of closing waters off Florida
and Texas. They have chosen to defer management to
the states. They realize that the shrimp industry in
the Gulf states is very diverse and polit,ically vola-
tile, and instead of wading in and developing some
kind of policy, t.hey are instead just waiting to deter-
mine what the states want them to do. As far as l
know, the only new management init.iative that they
are considering right now is to impose a count. restric-
tion in certain portions of federal v:aters off of Loui-
siana and Texas depending on recruitment count.s.
There is some kind of automatic triggering device that
would put this count restriction into place, but this
proposal has not been formalized and I really don' t
think that much will come of it or I just don't knov'.
enough about it to say any more noiv. I think generah
ly, the management philosophy of the federal govern-
ment is to allow the states to come up with the in-
novative techniques and to request ass~stance trorn
the federal government t.o help implement them. As
far as thc shrimp lishery is concerned, they v on't come
up with any innovative programs on their own. They
are doing some things v, ith other fisheries. such as
spiny lobster, hut I think they are scared of shrimp
and will likely to hold oFon anv new initiatives for
now.

I would like to conclude hy just briefly nientioning
what. I think are some of the future t.rends in shrimp
management in the Gulf region, As more imports
flood into the United States. and as the ovei-capacity
of thc fleet continues to grov; I think it ts inevitable
that t,here is going to be morc and more pressure put
on the states individually and as a group to conte up
with some kind of' limited entry program.! am also
not particularly optiniistic that we can institute a
limited entry program in any of the states unless
there are significant changes in the legal and
regulatory regime currently in place. It is going to
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take bread and express legislative support in order
to push through a limited entry scheme in any of the
states. It will be easier in 'Ibxas than in the other
states. It will be more diilicult in Louisiana, but I
think it will be very difficult everywhere unless cur-
rent laws snd. regulations are changed so that they
rellect in their management objectives more interest
in economic elliciency and less interest in some of the
other criteria,

It is also likely that other states will adopt gear
limitation provisions similar to Louisiana's � the
limitation that I mentioned about expressly pro-
hibiting nets that aren't specifically included in the
code or ordinance. I recently spoke ta a couple of
fisheries management people who said that their
states are also looking into this option, I have also
talked to some fisherman who said that they are very
confused about this whole area � whether they should
or should not use nets that are not included in the
code; whether they are in violation of the law simply
because the net or other device they are using is not
included in the code. I think in this regard that Loui-
siana has s good model that should be looked at close-
ly by the other states. They do prohibit some nets,

Basically, I just want to talk to everyone here about
our strategic plan, how it came into being and what
we are planning to do with it in the future, The
strategic planning process was undertaken in the
Department of Wildlife Conservation several directors
ago and apparently it had been put on the shelf after
we recei ved another director. Following the arri val of
Vernon Bevill as our current Executive Director, one
of his first questions was, "What type of comprehen-
sive plan do we have for the entire agency?"

We decided at that time they were going to include

which allows the management agency to control
fishing practices in state waters, but at the same time
they have this program that encourages fisherman to
usc new and innovative techniques and allows them,
under the guidance of the agency, to go ahead and test
them out for a year. This i s a good compromise because
I think it allows the agencies to monitor how the new
gear works and at the same time it gives the
fishermen a chance to use them rather than possibly
being afraid to do anything new or innovative because
l,hey would be afraid that they would be in violation
of the code.

Finally, I can't help but believe that there is going
to be a continuing trend toward morc ares closures.
I think that as v e see more and morc development
on the coast and the possibility of reduced funding for
management agencies, it is going to be harder to have
ongoing monitoring programs to measure the size of
the shrimp in particular areas. As a result, there will
be more pressure to simply close certain areas that
may be marginal. Again, I am not positive about the
inevitability of larger area closures, that but I do
think that without some kind of limited entry scheme
larger area closures are likely.

the Bureau of Marine Resources in the planning pro-
cess. So, about a year ago Tommy Shropshire, who is
with t,he Planning Division of the Department in
Jackson, undertook a roajor project to develop these
strategic plans for many of the species that we have
throughout the state, The important ones that we
have here on the coast would be the shri mp, blue crab,
saltwater finfish, anrl oysters. We also have a coastal
access project, an endangered species project, and a
few others. These plans will be available to the
general pub! ic.



Basically, we got together in some small groups. For
the shrimp strategic plan, we had law enforcement
personnel from the Bureau, personnel from the Gulf
Coast Research Lab, live bait dealers, commercial
shrimpers  both with the smaller bay boats and the
larger offshore boats~, personnel from the Gulf States
Marine Fisheries Commission, and our own biologists.
They identified some problems that were associated
with the shrimp industry and developed and priori-
tized strategies of how to deal with those problems.
That's our strategic plan, What we expect to derive
from the strategic plan is a clear rationale for profes-
sional decisions, a smoother budgeting process, team
building, agency accountability, stability, better
understanding of the public expectations, improved
credibility, improved uses of the resource, and a clearer
understanding among all employees and constituents
about where the agency is heading,

We have a definite goal for 1992, although the
st,rategic planning process is a continuing process and
we will continue to revise the process as we go on with
the help of the public. We are currently involved in
some workshops that allow the public to have input
into the agency. Director Bevill made it very clear that,
he want.s involveinent from the public so that, what
we end up with is an agency that is responsive to the
public and gives the public exactly what it wants or
what. it needs Sometimes, what the public needs is
not exactly what they think they want, but this still
gives the public and the industry better input than
we' ve had in the past.

In tleveloping the strategic plan, we had to keep in
rmnd the mission statement of the Department of'
Wildlife Conservation; "It is the mission of the Depart-
ment of Wildlife Conservation to manage, conserve,
develop, and protect, Mississippi's wildlife and marine
resources and l,heir habitats to provide continuing
rect eationa1, economic, educational, ecological,
aest,hetic, social, and scient.ific benefits for present and
future- generations," That was a big mission f' or
everyone to keep in mind as we were developing our
planning process. I would also like to note that v,e
have many of the people that were on the shrimp
strategic planning team in attendance at the meeting
today, and I'm sure they might be available to answer
any questions you have. Row I would like to get. i nto
what. the strategic plan is for shrimp.

We went over a brief progi ani history and then we
described the supply and demand for the shrimp
fishery. The goal is to manage the annual shrimp
resource in Mississippi to provide for optimum sus-
tained benefits. The objective is to optimize, by 1992,
the yield from shrimp recruited annually to the
fishery on the basis of the rnaximurn sustainable yield
as modified by relevant economic. social, or ecological
factors. That is estimated at 8.486 million pounds

headless annual Mississippi commercial shrimp larid-
ings. We want to optimize the resource for the benefit
of the entire state of Mississippi.

I have a list here of the prob!ems and strategies that
inake up the strategic plan. The Bureau of Marine
Resources will be working to address these problems
by using these certain strategies. The first problem
is user conflicts and allocation of the resource and that

has been a severe problem in the past. Just about the
entire group was unanimous t.hat this was the number
one problem. What we looked at to solve the problem
was to provide the adequate and accurat.e database
necessary. We are currently collecting data. hut in
some instances we will have to expand on that.

The number two solution, surprisingly, was to enact
limited entry into the fisherv. Now I don't ivant
everyone to think that it would necessarily he the
traditional type of limited entry. What we might also
want to do is discourage people from entering the
fishery. That could also be construed as a type of
limited entry.

We might develop season and area closures. We do
that now to some extent. We should provide more and
better trained law enforcement stafT and create bet-

ter means of communicating between the Department
of Wildlife, Fisheries, and Parks staff and the user
groups. We need to better educate the legislators and
other polit,icians as well as t.he public and develop
regional mana.gernent st.rat,egies. We could try to in-
crease the supply of shrimp and develop individual
transferable quotas. These were priorit ized
possibilities and the first ones I mentionr-d are those
that the group thought were most feasible for answer-
ing the problems.

Problem number two is lack of compliance v ith
laws, unenforceable law>, and lack of lav. enl'orcement
manpower. The st,rategies to address this are to review
and revise current laws, orrlinances, and regulations:
provide and t.rain more field stafT: educate tlie public
and those involved in the state's legal system about
fishery laws: create better means of communicating
with the Department. of Wildlife Conservation staff
and user groups; and provide a clear definition of the
role of law enforcement officers.

The third probleni is loss of habitat.. The strategies
for that arc to provide and enforce st,ricter law's  on-
cerning practices that harm habitat, create perma-
nent habitat tfin example nursery areasi, determine
the role of habitat in shrimp reproduction, document
the loss of habitat, and provide means to establish
inore habitat.

The fourth problem is lack of accurate data on catch
per unit of effort. The strategies for solving that pro
blern are to review existing data and identify' gaps,
utilize existing data and provide cooperation antong
other data source agencies. We' re currently working



towards that with the Gulf Coast Research Lab in an
ongoing data management project. We should also
verify sampling techniques to represent commercial
catch and track commercial sales, and determine
quotas per user groups per time element.

The fifth problem is lack of a method for deterrnin-
ing seasons for specified areas. Tb address this, we
decided we should identify size and availability of
shrimp based on a sampling program, determine ways
to shorten the decision-making process, revise and up-
date laws, regulations, and procedures; and inform the
public of our techniques and the results. Some of these
things we' re working on right now.

The sixth problem is the lack of cooperation among
Gulf states. There are a lot of laws that are different.
We do have a fishery management plan in place for
the shrimp fishery in the Gulf' of Mexico and I would
like to see the state of Mississippi work more towards
falling in line with that program. The strategies to
address this lack of cooperation are to formalize ex-
isting sampling or management schemes between the
Gulf states, provide uniform laws and encourage agen-
cy contacts. Right, now, we' re in the process of develop-
ing pr ojects that address those concerns and we have
to have a budget for 1991 that would address these
projects for each of our strategic plans.

Some of the projects that we currently have would
include data collection and analysis and that would
include both fishery independent data and fishery
dependent data. The fishery independent data include
our ahri inp sampling, which is done in-house. The Gulf
Coast Research Lab does some post-larvae rnonitor-
ing as well as transect monitoring in Biloxi Bay.

The Southeast Monitoring Assessinent Program has
participated and are currently participating in that
and we would like to increase our participation as
well. Fishery dependent data are gathered by actual-
ly surveying the industry itself, which would be our
commercial landings data. We have an ongoing
state/federa! cooperative statistics program that
enables us to do that. We have live bait dealer reports
that we have each dealer file monthly. License sales
records give us some information. Ex-vessel prices,
help give us some economic data.

Some of the other projects that we' re working on are
revision of fishery laws. Mr. Bevill is very serious
about this and he wants the laws to be current, useful
and eKcient for what needs to he done for the

resource.
Enforcement of laws is very important and will be

brought up in virtually every management plan that
we have. lf' we can't have the laws enforced then the

regulations are useless. Habitat protection and
enhancement is going to be the goal of not just the
state of Mississippi but i.he entire country to favor the
protection of existing habitat over mitigation. The
goal is no net loss of wetlands. Our entire system and
resources are very heavily based on that.

The Bureau of Marine Resources also helps fund ac-
cess projects for the different harbors and marinas and
things like that. Our public relations people have to
be very involved in informing the public about what
we do and why we do it. They' ve been very helpful
through this entire strategic planning process in get-
ting these different user groups together. We will have
some more workshops in the f'uture.
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This past summer, I was invited to give a talk at
the National Press Club in Washington, D.C. The talk
was part of a workshop entitled "Frontiers in Shrimp
Research." The workshop covered all aspects of shrimp
research associated with both wild-caught, and pond-
raised shrimp � froin habitat requirements to the ques-
tion of how many shrimp sperm are required to fer-
tilize one shrimp egg, An afternoon was devoted to
that last issue, Mine was the only talk on the use of
models to evaluate management alternatives in the
fishery,

There are those who would not have invited such
a talk. They are those who think that the shrimp
fishery is too large, too unmanageable, They are not
uninformed, just less optimistic than myself.

My talk, though, was not positive, It reviewed the
use of models in the management of U.S Gulf of Mex-
ico shrimp from my perspective as the primary author
of the initial draft of the Gulf Council's Shrimp Plan.
I stressed throughout the talk, as did Dr. McLaughlin
this morning, that the historic use has been prirnari-
ly liinited to what appears to be a perpetual re-
evaluation of two narrowly constructed management
measures: The Texas Closure and the Tortugas
Sanctuary.

Areas of major ecological or social concern where
yield can be dramatically impacted have received lit.�
tle attention. These areas include, but are not limited
to, excessive growth overfishing in state waters,
wetland loss. and bycatch.

I recall that Washington talk this afternoon for tivo
reason~. First,, I will be drawing from it when I talk
about the biological consequences of area and
seasonal closures, Second, I want you to know you are
challenging those who feel the wild caught shrimp
fishery is going to die of its own weight � that it can
only go from bad to worse, from one conllict into
another, v:ith fewer and fewer f'riends. I am far more
opt,irnistic about the future of this industry than I was
in Washington because I see the st.ates moving. Texas
has developed a shrimp plan. Louisiana has estab-
lished a Shrimp Task Force and is gearing up to

develop a plan. And you in Mississippi are develop-
ing a plan.

There are at least five good reasons for you to look
at area and season closures in your fishery. If' applied
correctly area and season closures offer the potential
to:

 I! increase the pounds of shrimp you catch;
�! increase the number of fernale shrimp produc-

ing young;
�! decrease the waste of other national resources;
�! decrease conflicts; and
�! may, in some cases, oÃer a mechanism for buv-

ing effort out of the fishery.
I will touch on each of these areas with some specific

exam pl es.
�! Area and season closures if properly ap-

plied can increase yield.
With the possible exception of the Tortugas pink

shrimp fishery, we are growth-overfishing shrimp
throughout the Gulf. What is growth-overfishing? It,
is taking the shrimp at too small a size so that inan
does not realize the full growth poi.ential of the
resources. It is the picking of your garden too soon.

To assess how much growth tnerftshing is occurring,
we first take into account two rates. The first is the
rate at which an individual shrimp grows. The second
is the rate at which the shrimp would die of natural
causes in the theoret.ical absence of the fishery. The
result is a theoretical curve relating the total weight
of unfished shrimp in a population to their age With
shrimp, that poundage curve increases from youiig
ages where you have a lot of small shrimp to an in-
termediate age of generally 4 to 6 months age and
count sizes range around 40-60 tails to the pound.
Here, the numbers have decreased but individual
weight has greatly increased. From the peak. the
curve declines, reflecting the normal slow-down in the
grov th of the individual shrimp.

In Louisiana, we apply a heavy fishing pressure at
the beginning of that curve, harvesting lots of mall
shrimp, and obtairung little of the potential yield ln
Texas and Florida, they fish farther up that curve.
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%tth white shrimp,h' h 'mp, there is considerable interest
among soine Louisiana shrimpers for a closure of the
Gulf waters from January to May or June to protect
overwintering w iwhite shriinp, Recently-completed
analyses at st LSU suggest that such a measure might
result in an increase in yield, In our work, we used
Scott Nichols' growth rate equation, which described
the daily growth of white shriinp off Louisiana as a
function of temperature and size. Scott's equation
proc' that the fastest daily growth of small shrimp
wilt occur near the maximum temperatures e�
countered in the northern Gulf. That is, the lit,tie
shrimp grow fastest in the hottest water, As the
shrimp becoine larger, however, they exhibit their
maximum growth rates at lower temperatures.
Perhaps this is the result of an adaptation to the more
moderate temperatures larger white shrimp en-
counter as they leave the estuaries and enter the Gulf
in the summer and fall.

At LSU, we took the Gulf Coast shrimp data over
the years where it more closely reflected the insight
and attention to reality of its creator, Charlie Lyles.
%e followed the decline in the catch of shrimp per unit
of fishing time  trawling time co~ for vessel ef-
ficiency! over the November to May period. Prom the
analysis, we got annual estimates of mortality, or
death rate, of shrimp during the winter months, Then,
looking at rates of mortality'as a Function of the
fishing effort, we were able to estimate the rate of
natural mortality in the theoretical absence of the
fishing.

Our range of rates, which I sincerely feel reflect
reality, are much lower than some previous rates us-
ed for white shrimp. They are, however, entirely con-
sistent with NMFS's estimates for pink and brown
shrimp.

Our catchcurve analyses at LSU indicate that
natural mortality  M! during the November-to-May
period should be in the range of 0.15 to 0.28 on a
monthly basis or tower. This means that between 14
percent to 24 percent of the shrimp in an area at the
beginning of a month would be dead at the end of the
month if thereere were no fishing or no migration, Given
the historicoric mix of sizes of white shrimp caught. in 0
to 10 fathoms ims, if M is in the range of 0-15, a closure
from January 1 to June 1, would have a dramatic,
positive impact on yield. Conversely, if M is in the
range of 0.28, the c
on yield.

g ., the closure will have a negative impact
If our mortalit e' y estimates for white shrimp are ap-

plicable to other areareas and seasons, the modeling done

by Nichols {1984! suggests drastic changes in white
shriinp manageinent are warranted from a yield
enhancement point of view. Specifically, Nichols
points out that if M is less than 0.3 to 0.6 on a mon-
thly basis, then yield during the major summer-fall
period is dramatically increased if harvest is delayed
Our work suggests that M is below 0.3.

Regarding brown shrimp, Louisiana closes its in-
shore waters to shrimping on December 22, and
reopens them at a variable time in May or June. The
variable opening date is set in late April and normally
coincides with the date at which 50 percent of the zero-
year-class shrimp are expected to be at least 161 tails
to the pound.

Given our currently accepted rates of natural inor-
tality  M = 0.2 to 0.3 on a monthly basis! and fishing
pressure, there is excessive growth overfishing occur-
ring in Louisiana, We estimate that each weekly delay
around the traditional opening date results in a 20
percent increase in yield. Such an increase should
have a major, iininediate impact on yield since Loui-
siana accounts for nearly 50 percent  by number! of
the brown shrimp harvested in the Gulf.

Therefore, for Louisiana, there are tremendous
areas for increasing yield through properly applied
season and area closures.

f2! Area and season closures if properly ap-
plied can increase the shrimp spawn.

Years ago, when I was working on the Council's
shrimp plan, Captain Joe Ross tried to educate me.
! wish he had been successful. Captain Ross, like
many other knowledgeable shriinpers, recognized that
you can, at least theoretically, take too inany shrimp
before they reproduce and thus reduce the resulting
number of young produced. Captain Ross wanted us
to protect reproducing white shrimp, We didn' t,

Two years ago, Dr. Ed Klima of the NMFS's
Galveston Lab drew together conceptually three dif-
ferent scientific findings. The first was that the
number of juvenile shrimp and menhaden entering
our fisheries were increasing from 1960 to present.
The second was that shrimp and menhaden use the
marsh surface during flood stage as a nursery ground.
The third was that in many areas our inarshes are
being lost and while they are being lost are often flood-
ed for longer periods. Ed pointed out that marsh loss
could be artificially providing for a short term in-
crease yield in these fisheries. At some point this rate
of increase must decline. At that point, given that
there is such heavy fishing pressure on shrimp, the
fishery could go into a state of collapse.

Area and season closures can be applied to increase
yield and to increase spawn. That increase in spawn
will decrease the likehhood that the resource cannot

sustain itsel f.



�! Area and season closures can decrease the
~aste of other national resources.

This afternoon, Dr. Scott Nichols will speak to you
about the status of estuarine-dependent finfish which
are caught in shrimp trawls because they are bottom-
feeders. What he will teil you, correct rne if I'rn wrong,
Scott, is that they are all in a state of decline.

Some of these finfish are important fish in other
directed fisheries, such as that for red drum, All are
national resources and important components of the
ecosystem. All have an inherent, God-given right to
thrive.

In the pattern emerging on the reasons for these
declines, the high level of shrimp trawling is becom-
ing increasingly visible.

For example, red snapper is either in a state of col-
lapse or near one. Currently, it is estimated that no
more than 5 percent of the natural spawn is occur-
ring because of heavy direct and indirect fishing mor-
tahty, Twenty to forty percent is considered to be the
minimal safe range. By soine estimates, there is a
heavy bycatch of 0-year class red snapper in shrimp
trawls, By itself that catch and discard af the young
red snappers reduces the spawning potential to 35 per-
cent of the natural level, Then, with that reduced
spawning potential, the fish enter the din~xi fishery.

Area and season closures if properly applied. can
decrease the waste of other national resources, in-
crease yield of shrimp, and increase the shrimp spawn,

�! Area an.d season closures if properly ap-
plied can reduce conflicts.

There is such an intensity of shrimp trawling that
the sheer amount of effort generates conflicts. There
are conflicts with oystermen when you drag over their
leases; conflicts with crabbers when you catch their
traps; conflicts with vacationerr when dead fish wash
ashore; conflicts with other shrimpers over a place to
trawl and over the size of shriinp to be caught.

The individual shrimper rarely catches an en-
dangered turtle. But when the environrnentalists con-
cerned with the preservation of those turtles
multiplied that low rate of individual capture of a tur-
tle in a trawl by the high rate of trawling, the
resulting catch frightened them and resulted in the
impending mandatory use of TEDs,

Area and season closures, if properly applied, can
reduce conflicts, reduce waste of other national
resources, increase shrimp spawn, and increase
shrimp yield.

�! Area and season closures, if properly ap-
plied may, in some cases, of%er a mechanism
for buying effort out of the fishery.

Two years ago, we were trying to get Louisiana
shrimpers to cooperate in TED testing. None of the
shrirnpers who worked with us had insurance. One
had previously lost his boat and house because of a
suit over a freak shrimping accident. He didn't have
insurance when the accident occurred. He didn't have
it when he worked with us, but his wife shrimped with
him � not a hired hand..

I am not an econoinist, And the title of the talk is
being stretched. But it appears to ine that there are
too many shriinpers trying to slice that pie and inany
are going broke.

When I sit at my computer at LSU and I look at the
tremendous yield potential that shrimp could provide,
I sometimes wonder if that potential could be used to
soften the financial blow of people dropping out of the
fishery.

So as you develop your shriinp plan, I urge you to
look at area arid season closures. Area and season
closures, if properly applied, can increase shrimp
yield, increase shrimp spawn, decrease waste of other
national resources, decrease conflicts, and inay--just
may � provide a mechanism for reducing effort and in-
creasing the quality of life for those remaining in the
fishery,
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It is always a pleasure to be anywhere with folks
like Richard Condrey. One of the things that is not
on that introduction is that when I was in
Washington., D.C., I was asked to be a member of the
team that developed the original Gulf of Mexico
Fishery Management Pbtn for the Gulf Council, That
is where I first met Richard, Ted Ford, Charlie Lyles,
and a lot of other people in the room, So I have some
knowledge about the shrimp industry, altbough that
was several years ago I get down to the Gulf fairly
often these days and try to keep up with what I can.

Now as you heard from the introduction, I am a
cultural anthropologist. ~pie hear that and they say,
'Those people study bones, what is he doing with
fisheries?" There are anthropologists who study bones,
but I am different. Pm kind of like a sociologist, I
study live people and the reason that I am involved
in fisheries at all is that when the government makes
a regulation or a law or a policy or a plan, they don' t
change the behavior of any shrimp, as all of you have
noticed. The shrimp don't do anything different
because there is a management plan. What plans and
laws and regulations do is to' change fisrherrnen's
behavior and managers' behavior oRen as well. Sa
it is logical to a lot of people that if you' re going to
make a law or a regulation or a policy you ought to
find out what the effect would be on the people, not
just the fish, because that is where the main effect
af the inanagement plan is going to be. That is what
I da I go out and work with fishermen and fishing
industries to try to document what the eA'ect of these
laws and policies will be, and to try and find better
ways to feed fishermen's opinions and thoughts into
the fishery management process. That is why a social
scientist is involved in all of this. Ib me it is a peo-
ple problem, it is not a shrimp problem that we are
dealing with here.

Pve been asked to talk a little bit about limited en-
try or liinited access alternatives, Limited entry is a
management approach that does something very par-
ticular. It assigns specific fishing rights or privileges
to specific people. A quota allows any iridividual or
collection of individuals to go out and fish until that
quota is filled; an area closure says everybody is in
ar everybody is out. A liinited entry or Iilllited ac-
cess program says specific people ha pe '

privileges in this fishery. Those privileges can be
assigned to individuals; they can be in terms of gear;
they can be in terins of catch; there are a lot of dif-
ferent ways to do these limited access systems, The
point is that limited entry is a management systein
that is specific to individuals and how they participate
in the fishery, That is the difference between a limited
entry access system and all other kinds of
management,

This means that almost by definition limited access
is a social and economic inanagernent measure. It is
not, by itself, very effective at addressing biological
problems, It is a social and economic issue. Are there
too many people in the fishery so nobody is making
enough money? Are there too many traps in the water
so everybody is bumping into each other all the time
and there is conflict on the fishing grounds? It's that
kind of issue that you have to be worried about if
you' re talking about liinited entry. If it is just a
biological question of how many shrimp come out of
the ocean � put a quota on it and don't worry about
limited access, Limited entry is largely addressing
social and economic aspects of' the fishery.

So the formal definition I like to use is "any system
that assigns speci fic fishing privileges to specific in-
dividuals or vessels such that the number and/or ex-
tent of those privileges cannot be changed unless you
forrnaHy change the system somehow." That is, specific
things assigned to specific people. That is what
limited entry is. Limited entry is kind of a lousy term.
At the request of Bill Gordon, wbo at the time was
the director of the National Marine Fisheries Service,
I wrote an article with some other people on limited
entry that appeared in Rational Fisherman. The syin-
bal an the head of that article that the editor of ¹-
tional Fisherman put, on was a fishing bast with a big
red circle with a hne through it like you see on
highway signs. We all cringed.

The reason limited entry is a lousy term is there
are lots of ways to limit effort without necessarily ex-
cluding any particular people at all. In fact, one oi' the
things you notice if you look at limited entry systems
that have been put in place in other fisheries in other
places is that everybody gets in at the beginning of
the systein. There aren't any that. cut any major peo-
ple out, Even in the limited entry systems that are



in place now everybody got in under a type of "grand-
father clause." So effort limitation or access ! imitation
is probably a somewhat better term to use although
limited entry is the one that gets used all the time.

Marine fisheries is really one of the few exceptions
to where systems like this are used in natural resource
management, Public rangeland grazing years ago
went to systems like this. Coal and petroleum extrac-
tion, minerals, mining,  offshore and onshore! are
under this type of system. The National Park Service
and U.S Forest Service have managed forestry harvest
under these systems for years. In fact, there are many
marine fisheries, both state systems in the United
States and foreign countries t.hat use this kind of
management approach. The most famous ones are
salmon in Alaska, some of the prawn or lobster
fisheries in Australia, bluefin tuna in Australia, and
the New Zealand fisheries. In fact, now there are t,wo
approved limited entry systems under the U,R Federal
Fisheries Act. They are both in Hawaii and they are
both for small fisheries, which are pretty different
from Gulf shrimp, The point here is that this kind of
management system is used in virtually all other
natural resource management areas and it is used a
lot in other countries and in state systems mostly on
the West Coast, although it has been tried in some
places on the Kast Coast  for example, Massachuset ts,
and the lobster fishery!. If you have any questions
about how those other systems work I'd be happy to
talk a little bit about them. Alaska is the one people
tend to have heard about the most,

Now I want to say a couple of words about what you
have to do if you' re going to consider this kind of
management alternative. It is primarily aimed at
social and economic issues, i,e., are people makirig
enough money? Is the industry in trouble? It is clear-
ly a people question, it tends to be by its very nature
political, and there tend to be a lot, of legal questions
involved. For example, the fact is that not all the
legislative or administrative r'ules in states or the
federal government, wiLL allow you to even use these
kinds of management systems. Florida and North
Carolina are two good examples of states where you
couldn't put a limited entry system in fisheries unless
the legislatures made new laws or changed existing
laws. For that, reason I'm going to talk briefly about
all the things you have to consider if you' re thinking
about this kind of system in any way.

First of all, what you have to do is decide who is go-
ing to get the original privileges in the fishery. Who
gets to use these privileges, and how do you decide
that. That's the first thing that you have to do, The
second thing, because of some constitutional issues,
in any system of any major size you would have to en-
sure that the privileges were transferable. You can' t
create what are called closed classes of individuals or

a privileged group that you can't get in or out of. That
probably would not survive a constitutional challenge.
The limited entry systems that are set up now have
provisions to transfer the privileges. Sometimes you
buy and sell them. That is the most common way to
do it and that is the way it is done in Alaska. Third,
you have to have some means to adjust the number
or level of privileges that are out there. This is an i m-
portant point. If you t,bink that there are too many
fishermen or boats or whatever it is out there, and you
have to shrink the number, you had better plan to
shrink the number up front because it is a lot of trou-
ble to do in a system like this.

Limited entry has been a lot of trouble in all the
places they' ve put it. in so far, and unless you' re going
to reduce the effort or the participation or whatever
you think the so called over-capitalization problem is,
don't bother to use it because it is a lot of trouble and
nobody will be any better off.

You have to decide how you' re going to adjust in the
downward direction, the effort or the number of peo-
ple fishing out there. When you evaluate the best kind
of system, you look at a lot of different factors. You
have to look at the objectives of the management
system. If it is going to be a federal plan like the Gulf
shrimp, and if it is going to be Gulfwide you have to
look at the objective as well as the national standards
of federal law. The federal law has a specific section
that talks about limited entry. It says if you' re going
to use limited access you have to pay attention to cer-
tain things, and you also have to look at whet.her you
have a biological, economic, or social problem and
what is it you' re going address with limited access.
Finally you have to really consider your ability to en-
force any of this. I'm a fishery commissioner in North
Carolina and when people come up to us «iih new
rnanagernent proposals sometimes we just slap our
foreheads and say, "You guys, v'e don't have a clue
what you all are doing out there right now'. You want
us to put another restriction in'? Give us a break. We
can't even tell if you are following the ones that, v'e
have!" Unless you can enforce and proper! y implement,
a system, it is probably not going to be worth your
while to try and fool around with figuring out how
to do it.

With respect to one of the points that you heard
earlier, federal law says that you' re supposed to pro-
mote efficiency in the fishery, but you re supposed to
avoid economic allocation as the only reason that
you' re doing whatever the management is that you
want to do. Now in practical terms. aIL that usually
means is you have to specify some kind of biological
objective as v ell, so that is what happens. The point
is that there is a justification in the federal law for
considering these economic eAiciency type objectives
in your management scheme. As people point out to



us in North Carolina aH the time our shriinp open-
ing and closings there are done virtually solely on
the basis of two economic variables, the size of the
shrimp at harvest for yield  economic variable! and
who gets it. We have inshore and offshore shrimpers
as well. Those aren't biological questions for goodness
sake, those are economic allocation and economic yield
questions.

Even though you may not formally have the legal
justification in your law we do it all the time. We take
into account those factors all the time but we call it
biology, The federal law says if you are going to ad-
mit that you' re going to address the economic and
social questions here's what you have to show that
you' ve thought about: You have to have thought about
who is in that fishery right now, you have to show
what their historical fishing practice is and what their
level of dependence is. You have to have a good han-
dle on l,he economics of the fishery, you have to know
which other fisheries those vessels could fish in as
well and you have to know the social and cultural
framework ul'the fishery. That is what the federal law
requires if you'm going to think about any of these
kinds of limited entry systems, It is a social and
economic question.

From my point of view any manager ought to know
those things about anything he does with respect to
fisheries because even if your objective is solely
biological you' re having an efFect on the people when
you enact a law. We had a discussion this morning
about the objectives of the Gulf of Mexico Shrimp
Fishery Management Plan, so I called Wayne Swingle,
the council director over in Tampa and asked him to
FAX me a copy of the objectives. The objectives of the
Gulf Management Plan are: optimize yield, encourage
habitat protection, coordinate the management
measures with the states, endangered species, marine
mammal protection, minimize bycatch, minimize con-
flicts, minimize the adverse impacts of underwater
structures. and pmvide for a statistical reporting
system through which one would like to think he' d
have something like a handle on the number of
fishermen out there. These are the objectives of the
Gulf Shrimp Plan. The federal system would probably
have to adopt a couple more objectives in their plan
before they could have something !ike limited entry
because they need to say specifically this is one of our
objectives.

Remember what you' re doing with the limited en-
try system is assigning specific privileges  I like to
call them privileges instead of rights! to specific peo-
ple and if you look at the way the people have done
this in other fisheries around the country or around.
the world there are several things you can do. First,
you can simply limit the nuinber of licenses to fish
in the fishery and you can do that one or two ways.

You can either assign them to vessels or you can
assign them to individual fishermen. It is doric in di f
ferent ways in different systems right now, You do it
this way if what you are concerned ~bout is the total
number of vessels out there because you' ve got too
much effort, If you are concerned about too many peo-
ple actually splitting the economic revenue from the
catch what you would probably want to do is assign
privileges to individual fishermen instead of vessels
because what you are interested in is how much
money fishermen are inaking, not necessarily how
many vessels are out there. The sense here is that you
license whatever the most direct thing is that you are
concerned about. If you are concerned about too many
boats, license boats; if you are concerned about too
many fishermen, license the fishermen; or you can do
both and there are systems that do that as well.

Now the second thing that you can do if you are con-
cerned more directly about the ainount of fish com-
ing out of the ocean as well as who gets it is you can
use the ITQ approach, Individual Fishermen Quota
or Individual Transferable Quota. There are some
limited entry systems that assign catches by issuing
certificates. They' ll say a certificate is to catch a hun-
dred pounds of shrimp and you get 10 certificates,
which ineans you can catch 1,000 pounds of shrimp
a year. If you want to catch 2,000 pounds you have to
buy some certificates from somebody else,

Some systems like that are based on the percentage
of the catch. These tend to be cases where the total
catch is fairly small in the fishery and the total
number of participants is fairly small so that you are
going to have a pretty good idea part way through the
season what the total catch is going to be and you can
assign t,he percentage and translate it in terms of
pounds. The advantage of this is it gives you some
direct control over catches as well as participation,
The problem for shrimp is that you never really have
managed on the basis of pounds caught in the first
place and my impression is you don't have a real-time
reporting system that would enable you to even know
how many fish you had landed at any point in time
during the season. So this is probably not one that
you could do very easily. That is the catch certificate
type system.

Number three is where you license effort directly
and there are really three general ways to do that, One
of them is to license directly on the basis of the length
of the boat. This has been tried in Canada, in salmons
and in some of the Australian fisheries. The problem
is that this really hasn't worked out to be very efFec-
tive because what happened, in the Canadian case,
is that they hmited boat size and the guys started pull
ing two nets instead of one, or got a thousand-foot
seine instead of a 500-foot seine. The point is that, may
not be a very good effort control. They have bigger



engines. The boat size turns out not to correlate with
anything, Again, I am not quite sure how you would
apply that to shrimp.

There are systems that are based on hold capacity.
These tend to be systems where the ability to hold the
f ah and to transfer them back and forth is really a
limiting factor in the fishery. That is, you' ve got to
preserve the fish and you have to take them
soinewhere over a fair distance. That again may not
bs very applicable ta the shrimp fishery, There are
serac systems that specify gear amount or size. The
best example of this are things like the lobster
fisheries or the prawn fishery, or the rock lobster
fishery, where you use traps. Now a trap fishery gives
you a big advantage in this area because you have a
specific, identifiable unit of effort that you can license
if you know how many of them are out there, The
system that we are working on with the Organized
Fishermen of Florida for spiny lobster has to do with
trap certificates, so under that system you would get
to fish a certain number of traps. That gives you some
sort of an effort control measure and because you can
buy and sell the certificates you can adjust how much
effort you want but you have a total cap on the number
of traps that can be in the fishery. If you are over-
capitalized you are going to want to reduce those over
time,

Now what happens when you try to put all of' this
together is that you end up with a diagram. This is
the way we did the analysis for one portion of this pro-
ject that we are doing with spiny lobster, What hap-
pened with the spiny lobster is that both the Gulf and
South Atlantic Fishery Management Councils, the
National Marine Fisheries Service, and the state of
Florida approached us at East Carolina about design-
ing some limited entry alternatives for the spiny
lobster fishermen. We told them that we weren't go-
ing to do that until we did some research with the
fishermen to know about t,he economics, what they do,
who they are, and all of that sort of stufF.

We got that information and then we started to
design some alternatives for theta. We said that if you
do a license limitation system you have to figure out
who you are going to assign the privileges to  in-
dividuals or vessels!, how many of them, whether
everybody gets in or whether you reduce it initially,
how you are going to transfer them  marketable or

erting to the state!, how you are going to adjust
it on biological, economic, or social grounds, how are
y u going to reduce effort, i.e., by a buy-back or just
reti~ the licenses. We went through all the alter-
natives for doing this under the license limitation and
then judged how those would fit each of these criteria.

ives you had in management, the standards
«t"e federal law, the impacts, biological, economic,
social and how enforceable any of that system would

be were all considered. Then we did the same thing
for the individual fishermen quota.

If you were to consider any kind of limited entry
system I would encourage you to do this same thing.
Look at what all the options are and then compare
them and see how they work out to all your criteria.
It is our impression that this is t,he best approach to
doing this sort of thing and the people who ought t.o
comment here are not only the fishery managers but
the fishermen. We' re going to do that for a year in
Florida before we go back to the management agen-
cies and say "here is what folks think about this and
here is the way you may want to do it or not."

If you want to think about, a limited entry or limited
access system, there are some things that you ought
to da First of all, you ought to ask yourself "v:hat's
the problem?" Is the problem that there are too many
shrimp being taken? If that is the problem then you
probably don't need liriuted entry. Is the problem that
they are being taken too small? That is an economic
kind of problem. If that is the kind of problem you
have, you probably don't need limited entry either. You
simply do some of the seasonal closure and other
things that Richard talked about. On the other hand,
is it an economic problem such that there are just not
enough shrimp being taken, given import competition
and prices and all the other things that you heard
about this morning? Are there too many fishermen
out there to split the pie into big enough chunks to
allow anybody to make a living? If that's part of your
problem, you may want to consider a limited entry
system. Is it a social problem? Is it a rnatter of which
particular group of fishermen get to participate and
in which amounts and in which times of the year'! If
that's part of t,he problem, you may also be able ta con-
trol it through limited access or limited effort systems,
but you'd have to do it in conjunction with these other
conservation measures such as seasonal and area
closures as well.

So you have to figure out what exactly is your pro-
blem, and achieve consensus that the problem is too
many fishermen or too much effort in the fishery. We
do have good data in spiny lobster about participation
and effort and one of the things that is really clear
in that fishery is that 10 years ago they got 6 million
pounds of lobster with 200,000 traps. 1bday they catch
6 milhon pounds of lobster, with 600,000 traps. There
are three times the number of traps in the fishery that
are catching the exact same amount af lobster. So
there is a fairly compe!ling argument in there that
if you had f'ewer traps everybody would be making
more money. Is that true for shrimp? I don't knov:.

The second set of things you have to ask yourself
is realistically what are the resources you have to deal
with? And I'rn using the term resources real broadly
here. The first one is authority. You heard this morn-



ing from your legal expert that not al.l the states have
the authority to do this kind of rnsingeeeen. That
means that you' re going to have to be able to argue
strongly enough for it to convince your legislators that,
they should amenti your state laws to allow jt to hap-
pen, That is a fair amount of trouble to do sometimes
as you probably know. You have to figure out what the
authority situation is,

You need to consider funding. It costs money to issue
the licenses and it especially costs money to get any
of the effort out of the fishery. That is a big problein
that you have with a license limitatiori system as op
posed to one of t.hese other ones like a trap certificate
system, That one is easy because you can reduce the
number of traps by simply reducing everybody a lit-
tle bit and nobody has to get out of the fishery, With
a license liinitation system, if'you are going to reduce
the effort, you' ve got to reduce the nu inber of licenses,
That means somebody getting out of the fishery, Now
one way to do that they have tried  it hasn't worked,
but they' ve tried! is what is called a buy-back system,
You give everybody a license and then the state
creates a fund from a lot of different sources to try
and buy people out of the fishery. There are two pro-
blems with that. One is that it is incredibly expen-
sive to do, They tried this in salmon in the state of
Washington. What happened is that their fund went
broke right away because the licenses were very ex-
pensive. The other thing that happened was that the
people who sold out of the fishery were people who
weren't really very good at it in the first place, and
so they didn't remove very much effort from the
fishery. You have to figure one where you are going
to get, the resources to set up the system, monitor it,
issue the licenses, transfer them ancI it may cost
money to reduce the effort.

Where is that money going to come from? One no-
tion is that you can put a fee or a tax on the landings
or on the license transfers of the people in the fishery,
and thereby build up a fund which buys people out
of the fishery in theory benefiting those who are left
in, which is why they should contribute through this
landings tax. We did a calculation for spiny lobster
and basically the answer was that if you put even a
5 percent tariff or tax on landings you weren't going
to get enough effort out of the fishery to realize any
advantages, That is a very difficult problem to
address.

You have to consider management and enforcement
resource~. It would be difficult to imagirie a y limited
entry system that did not have a good data svstern at-
tached to it to do very simple things like keep track
of who had licenses and who didn't You would have
to have that or t,he whole thing woufclii t make any
sense either. You would have to take a ha« look at
what your management entities ancj industry would

willing to support, to make something like this
work because it would probably be a lot more than
you' ve got in place right now.

You also have f,o engender political support and
there are two aspects to that. One is that, you are go
ing to need new laws to get arly of this done at all
I woiild venture to say that t,here is no state in the
Gulf  except maybe Texas! that could presently put in
a limited entry system under their existirig legal
authorities. Even if they could squeak it by it is us�~l
ly better to get it addressed up front to make sure that
it is going to fly in the first place, That is the first
aspect of the political support question.

The second aspect is whether the fishermen support
it, In my opinion, no management system is really go-
ing to work unless the fishermen think it is a good
idea. This is why we have always insisted in our work
v ith things like the spiny lobster, that we go out and
spend a lot of time with the fishermen, basically
developing the system. One of the problems that has
happened in a lot of the other limited entry cases that
have been tried is that some managers, and usually
econonusts, say this would all be more efficient. They
develop a system and they go out and present it to the
fishermen, The fishermen say, "well we didn't have
any role in developing that." Even if they do imple-
ment it and people don't cooperate with it, it is not
effective. So that is the other aspect of political sup-
port and why meetings like this are a good idea,

If limited access is something you want to consider,
make sure that everybody understands it. I was talk-
ing to somebody today who said that there had been
a survey done of the shrimpers, I guess a couple of
years ago, and fully half of the shrirnpers out on the
ocean professed not even to know what season and
area closures were being done. You couMn't allow that.
If that were the situation with limited entry you
would never get it in place because the people who
it is going to affect will have to think at least that
it is an acceptable idea, if' not a good idea, before it
is very likely to work.

Limited access is something that addresses social
and economic questions, If it is only biology that you
are concerned about, you probably don't need a limited
entry system. You' ve got to think that you have
economic problems and social problems, however you
want to defi ne them. There are some very particular
things you have to consider right up front in terms
of l egal author ity, which inputs into the process t»t
you think you can license and would be best to license-
You had better plan on reducing effort if you are go-
ing to have any significant effect.

There is essentially no l imited entry system that I
am aware of in the United States that has effectively
reduced the effort in the fishery. They have all 3ust
capped it. In fact, in Alaska, they have more salmon
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licenses issued now than they did when they started
the program in 1974, and the reason is they have
monitored it and they have decided economically that
everybody is making so much money that they can
pirt out more licenses. They did it as a conscious deci-
sion, having a good handle on how the whole system
was working.

Finally, you have to decide where the resources are
going to come from to do this. It is going to be both

I have more or less altered my speech a little to take
mto consideration the things that Mike Orbach talk-
ed about. And the reason is that he covered it much
better than I could. Hut I would have to say that a
large part of what I originally thought I would have
to say was covered by him, and since he's done such
an excellent joh, I' ll just pass over that and get on.

What I would like to say is what I think � and mind
you it's what I think � the Louisiana Shrimp Associa-
tion might say with regard to limited entry, We have
had two annual meetings at which the subject was
thoroughly discussed by various authorities. While I
could give you no consensus of opinion about what the
Shrimp Association is thinking, I will do the best!
can to tell you the way I interpret it. Incidentally,
when you work with the shrimpers as I work with
them, you can find that opinion changes from day-to-
day, You have to be very flexible, if you can describe
it that way.

Frn not an authority on limited entry, although I' ve
been acquainted with the subject for about 50 years.
I was introduced to it by a man named Bob Nesbitt,
who was a biologist with the Fish and Wildlife Ser-
vice, while we were working on shad in the Hudson
River in 1938, He, too, said he didn't favor it but it
might have to be used. The Fish and Wildlife Service
and the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Cominission

teained. up to put on one of the first debates, if not the

money and political support that you are going to
need, You have to figure out where that is going to
come from and how you are going to deve lop it. In the
end what you have to decide is whether the cost of do-
ing something like this is worth the benefits to you;
either to the fishermen in terms of increased net in-
cornes or to the managers in terms of rnanageabi lit,y,
the fishery, or increased yieMs overall. Are the costs
worth the benefits? That is the question.

first debate, on limited entry. And it will give you a
good deal of information into the historical
background of the idea of limiting the number of
harvesters in a particular fishery. That debate is
published in one of the special scientific reports on
fisheries of the Fish and Wildlife Service, a copy of
which is in the Gulf Coast Research Laboratory's
library. The reason I know is because I donated it to
them.

We in the shrimping industry look at limited entry
as a rnanagemenr. tool, one of many that s.re available
to the managing agency to control the fishery. It
depends on what conditions you have wiihin the
fishery as to which management tool you use. As I
said, we had a couple of general sessions in which we
discussed limited entry. But afterwards, in talking
with many af the fishermen who are exper ienced and
operators of more than one large vessel, they look at
the situal,ion this way: there are a number of factors
that contribute to the present decline. For example,
if you go back 200 years on this coast, the coast v.as
rather thinly populated, if at all, for some period of
time. The area was covered with large live oaks and
yellow pine. And there was a mat of decay ing vegeta-
tion along this coast anywhere from 12 to 18 inches
deep. When the rainfall came, it hit this deca> ing
matter, picked up some of the nutrient salts there,
reached about the same temperature as the water in



the bayou, and finally reached the bayou rather
slowly, not in one big slush, There were no gasoline-
powered vehicles here at the time. There were no
large paved shopping centers There were no streets,
just roads and trails

%'ith the passage of time, we built large shopping
centers, There was a vast influrc of people into the
area. What happens when it rains riow is that the
rainfall hits the rooftop at about lsp'p. It finds it
way down the drainpipe and onto the lawn where
there are vast quantities of herbicidea and other
poisonous matters, including a substantial amount, of
nitrogenous fertilizer. The result was that by the time
it reached the bayou � which was rat,her quickly
through the various storm sewer systexns � there is an
enormous change in the temperature and structure
of the water in 'the bayou. Many of the animals that
live there and serve the food chain are destroyed They
are no longer available for food. The very marshland
itself has begun to erode away.

Now what you' ve got today, then, is a situation that
is less than pristine in which the productivity of the
area is not nearly as good as it once was. There are
many fishermen who rernernber when it was better
and how the catch went down over the years. You've
got a collapsed oil industry with thousands of people
looking for work and there is no work. And you' ve got
a resource that is not yielding as misch as it once did,
This creates a problem, In the last 5 years, I have
heard a constant and increasing clamor to hmit the
number of boata Some of the fishermen recognize that
gradually they are going broke. What they are doing
today is consuming their own Yessel.

What has happened to the management of these
resources that have been reduced in number? First,
the rnanagernent areas, agencies � ancI, mind you, I' ve
been in the saddle there so I know what it's aH about.
The management agency ends up w ith most ineffi-
cient gear that they can find, This limits the catch
so this is the one they should use and you end up with
that as a gear. It becomes a management took

The clamor, as I said, began with the fact that we
must limit the number of harvesters in this impor-
tant fishery, We will use one or more tooLs as the

ca~nter m;ght select from his tool chest to solve this
situation. gut the question arises: "Why are we so
sure that it's limited entry." I also receive a number
of complaints that it is not limited entry that we need,
it,'s to protect the small shrimp outside and blah, blah,
blah. Each one has his own idea of what we should
do in the way of management.

The trouble with making decisions about limited en
try is, first. of all, you need to know how this is affec
ting the income of the fishermen. And, as far as I can
te!I, there are no data available today that will give
us these facts, We should have been collecting data
for years back so that we would be in a position to
make a sound judgment in the best interest to both
the fishery and the state. You must remember that
the state has a vital interest in the use of that
resource, They will direct the kind of regulations that
they think correct the situation, It may not be the
right decision, but, generally speaking, the best in-
formation that you have.

The first step we consider in the shrirnping industry
is to freeze the present number of fishermen in the
business. That was tried in Louisiana a couple of years
ago and it didn't fly. And, frankly, gentlemen, I don' t
think it's going to fly today. I might be for it and I
might, do the best I can trying to sell the idea, but I' ve
got some misgivings about the average shrirnper in
Louisiana accepting the idea of limited entry. But the
first step that should be, we think, is to freeze the
number of fishermen, and Crom that point, you can
proceed with your management of the program. It
would be my considered opinion that we'd do well to
get this thing through one step at a time and not
swallow the whole management scheme. And the
reason is that I think that freezing the number of
fishermen that are there now would probably be our
best shot.

Fishermen ask me: "Why don't you advocate a quota
system~ Why dori't you advocate managing the
fishery so that the small shrimp are saved? The reason
is that none of these � quota, gear size, or other
measurements � will generally help the economic con-
dition of the fishermen, and. that's what you' re really
trying to do.
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Abstract

Introduction

An examination of a number of shrimp propagation
and restocking programs in Kuwait, Italy, the United
States and two in Japan, suggests that a number of
factors must be in place before such a program can
be successful. The target shrimp population must be
relatively small and the hatchery output high to allow
the stocked shrimp to make a significant contribution
to the population. Hatcheries must be technically and
economically efficient, producing large numbers of
post larvae at reasonable costs at the appropriate
times. The life history and ecology of the target
species. particularly habitat requirements and
migratory patterns, must be well known. A thorough
knowledge of the stock dynamics of the exploited
population is a]so essential. To avoid legal cornplica-
tions and. allow for defraying of stocking costs, the
ownership of the stock must be fixed.

The two successful restocking programs reviewed
both had the following characteristics: enclosed
waters, low predator abundance, small resident
shrimp populations, established hatchery procedures
and facilities, abundant fishery and ecological data,
cooperat,ive ownership of stocks, and favorable
economics. The latter is a product of high market price
for the shrimp, low fishing costs, and subsidized
hatchery production of seed, These conditions do not
exist for the Mississippi Sound or northern Gulf of
Mexico shrimp fishery. Shrimp propagation and
release programs do not appear to be economically
feasible management options for this fishery. Em-
phasis and resources would be better directed instead
towards preservation and creation of critical wetland
nursery habitat.

More than 35 species of penaeid shrimp are fished
commercially worldwide  Holthius, 19SO!. All share
a di stinctive life history, which includes a significant
portion of the life cycle spent, in brackish or estuarine
environinents. Lassuy �983!, Muncy �9841, and
Gitschlag �986! describe the life cycles of the three
commercially important penaeid shrimp in the Gulf
of Mexica Adults spawn offshore in deep water. The

buoyant eggs hatch immediately and the newly
hatched larval shrimp go through a number of
planktonic development stages. These include the
nauplius, the zoea, and the mysis stage before the
shrimp develops into a benthic post larva. Develop-
ing shrimp move shoreward as they progress through
rnetarnorphosis. For most Gulf species, the larval
development period takes about 3 to 5 weeks. Post-
larvae enter coastal or estuarine waters and grow for
2 to 6 months through juvenile and subadult stages
Subadults then migrate to offshore waters to spav n
an.d repeat the cycle.

Whether in the Gulf of Mexico, the Philippine Sea,
or in the Japanese Inland Sea, the cycle for penaeid
shrimp is the same  Kutkuhn, 1966!. The differences
are in how far into brackish water the subadult form
of a species ventures and how marine t.he adult
population is.

Most shrimp populations are exploited at or near
maximum capacity, Because there are no new popula-
tions to exploit, current management objectives focus
on methods by which declining fisheries stocks can
be conserved or restored  U.S. Department of Com-
merce�1988!. There are two approaches to this objec-
tive, The first is a technological approach of propaga-
tion for release, modeled on trout and salmon hatchery
programs. This approach has been more recently at-
tempted in the marine environment with scallops and
abalone, for example, in Japan Clbng et al., 1987! with
redfish in the U.S.  Gulf of Mexico Fishery Manag-
ment Council, 1984!, and in various areas of the world
with shrimp, The second approach is much more basic
This involves the preservation and expansion of
critical inshore nursery habitats. These habitats are
critical to the development and growth of shrimp dur-
ing their complex life cycle, Without such habitats.
the exp 1oi ted populations cannot be s usta i ned
 Kutkuhn, 1966; Turner, 1977: Lassuy, 1983; Munro,
1984!.

Both approaches depend on recent advances in
technology. Because of' recent technological
breakthroughs in maturation, spawning, and hat-
chery techniques, it is possible to consider and irnple-
ment release programs for shrimp. Hatcheries can
n.ow economically and consistently produce large
numbers of post-larval shrimp. Production rates can



theoretical y susbe ustained in the tens to hundreds of
millionsofs rimppos-of h poet-larvae per year  Lawrence and
Huner, 1987! at costs of $10.00 per thousand produc
ed, or less in the U.S,  Johns et, al., 1981!, Latin
America  Griffin et al., 1985!, Japan  Kurata, 1981!
and Asia  Hirasawa, 1985!. Knowledge of the struc
ture and function of estuarine and coastal wetla,nd
comrnu.nities has also advanced rapidly in recent
yeara ewNew techniques for the creation and restora
tron of both wetlands  e.g, Zedler, 1984! and submerged
aquatic vegetated habitats  e.g. Fredette et al., 19851,
have also been developed.. Combined, these promote
better management of these critical areas to the
benefit of shrimp and other fisheries. Both approaches
have the same objective, to inaintain or increase the
stock of subadult shrimp and, therefore, the catch of
adult shrimp in a commercial fishery.

There have been several efForts to iinplement pro
pagation for release programs for shrimp in various
areas. Holm, information on the success of these
programs has not been readily available. Because of'
recurring interest in developing a shrimp propagation
program for the Mississippi Sound or the northern
Gulf of Mexico, this paper will discuss how such a pro-
pagation program would work and how it inay apply
as a manageinent option in Mississippi Sound.

Arti6cial Propagation Technology

Any program designed to produce shrimp for
restocki ng to augment a fishery depends on a number
of important considerations  Doi, 1981; Kurata, 1981;
Sander, 1981!. The technology for hatchery production
of post larval shrimp must be well established. The
knowledge of the life cycle of the shrimp in relation
to the fishery for the animal must be complete, To be
successful, artificial propagation programs must have
access to usable estimates of length, weight, and
tpuwth relat,ionships. Further, estimates of population
parameters including mortality, reproduction, disper-
sion of the stocks, and others must be available. More
specifics ly, estimates of the population size and mor-
tality factors for each part of the life cycle must be
established. The relation of mortality to physical,
chemical, and biological conditions must also be
known. Finally, the habitat requirements or ecology
of each life stage must also be fairly well understood
This demand for inforination is not excessive. Indeed,
any meaningful fisheries management effort requires
this informat,ion  Doi, 1981; Sande-r, 1981!.

Any stock enhancement program must have
measure by which the success of such a program «n
be determi ned.'ned. A propagation and release program
can be considered successful if the number released
forms a significant proportion of the adult fishery
 Doi, 1981!. As. As a result, release programs work best

with small populations, where a contribution of
several percent to the existing stock from a propaga-
tion and release program can be both economical and
biologically effective, Because of their effectiveness
with small populationr,, propagation and release pro-
grams are particularly useful in lagoon or enclosed
sea fisheries.

The Japanese Experience

Doi �981! and Kurata �981! describe the Japanese
propagation and release programs. The Japanese have
had five release areas for shrimp since the early
1960's, located along the shores of the semi-enclosed
Seto Inland Sea. Circumstances for the implementa-
tion of a shrimp propagation program for the Seto Sea
were good. Fisheries managers had good information
on &naeus jrrponicus stocks supporting the commer.
cial fishery. Information on life cycle, population size,
movement, ecological requirements of all life stages
and other factors was relatively well known. In addi-
tion, technology for the production of post-larval P.
joponicrrs was developed in Japan to support
aquaculture of this species, Studies of the mortality
factors important in the various life cycles of this
shrimp revealed that most mortality occurred in the
period between the egg hatching and the twentieth
day of post-larval life.

Based on this information, fisheries managers in-
itiated a propagation and release program that would
duplicate the natural life cycle and attempt to limit
the mortality of the larval shrimp traveling between
the spawning grounds and their estuarme habitat.
Before such a program could be started, however, the
optimal habitat requirements for the released juvenile
shrimp and the minimal size for release had to be
determined. Habitat for this species is best defined
by tidal elevation and sediment particle size. Re-
searchers found that survival was good on the upper
parts of coarse-grained beaches. There were no cor-
relations of survival with other physical or chemical
factors. Researchers further determined that the
minimum size for release was about three cen-
timeters. At this point, the juvenile shriinp take on
adult characteristics such as burrowing and noctur-
nal movement, which makes them less vulnerable to
predators.

These results suggested that to be successful a
release program should avoid direct release of smaller,
younger post-larvae. Rather a nursery should be us-
ed to grow out the shrimp to appropriate size for
release, EqualLy important for success was the iden-
tification and use of suitable release sites. Such sites
would have the appropriate natural characteristics
that would enhance the survival and success of the
released shrimp,



Field surveys determined that natural sites were not
generally available. First, naturat sites around the
Seto Inland Sea were patchy and scattered in distribu-
tion Because of coastal development and other fac-
tors, most of these sites were already fully utilized by
natural shrimp recruits. As a consequence, these could
not be used for release programs as well because the
added shriinp woutd cause crowding, increasing losses
to predation and decreasing growth rates of all shrimp
at the site.

The solution was to use artificial habitats. There are
two main types of artificial habitats used for stock-
ing of released shrimp in Japan. The first uses nets
in lagoons or coastal shallow waters to eliminate
predator fish from release areas and to contain. the
juvenile shrimp. Problems with weather, damage to
nets, and fouling limits their use. In addition, because
of the need to release entire batches of shriinp by lift-
ing the net, the growth of the stocked shrimp is
stunted by crowding and the population is very
vulnerable to predators upon release,

A second approach was to construct artificial
tidelands for release areas. These are now used wide-
ly in the Seto!nland Sea fishery rnanagernent pro-
gram. This approach mimics the different natural
micro-habitats required by the shrimp as they grow
from post larvae through their juvenile stages. In ad-
dition, these artificial habitats utilize differences in
habitat requirements between shrimp size classes to
allow increased stocking densities and between the
shrimp and their predators to control predation. Ar-
tificial tidelands are designed to closely control eleva-
tion, water depths, waves, currents, sediment types,
and other physical factors. When correctly designed,
post-larval shrimp stocked at 10 rnillimeters into the
tidelands grow to 3 centimeters in about 2 to 3 weeks
and successfully migrate to open sea. Approximately
150 million hatchery-produced post-larval shrimp are
stocked into these tidelands annually,

It is difficult to determine the effectiveness of this
program. Tagging of shrunp of that size is ineffective.
The only available method is tracing the effect of a
released cohort of the existing wild population. This
is, at best, indirect evidence and open to dispute. Pro-
ponents of the program say it is effective, pointing to
a turnaround in the declining shrimp fishery in the
Seto Sea  Xurata, 1981!. The relation of increased an-
nual shrimp landings to the number of shriinp releas-
ed is cited as evidence that the release program is ef-
fective, Based on these observations, Kurata �981!
claims a benefit over cost of 2.75 yen per shrimp
caught in the Seto Inland Sea fishery.

Critics of the program counter that there are no con-
clusive data on the effect of this program on the
fishery  Doi, 1981!. Even if successful, the fishery is
only profitable because it sells live shrimp at greatly

inflated prices. The cost-benefit estimates of the pro-
gram proponents are also questioned. Critics contend
that the program must operate at 1GO percent eRicie n-
cy to meet the suggested cost benefit ratios. Finally,
there is the legal question of ownership. Because of
the public funding involved in the propagation and
release of these shrimp, do the fishermen have ex-
clusive rights to these animals?

Kuwait

In the 1970's, Kuwait experienced a declining catch
of shrimp in the Persian Gulf  see summaries in
Farmer, 1981!. A shrimp propagation and release pro-
gram, based on the Japanese model, was put into
place in an attempt to reverse the trend, Despite- a
significant investment in resources and funds, the pro-
gram was discontinued after more than 120 million
post-larval shrimp were released. There were several
reasons for this decision  Farmer, 1981, pages
413-415!. The release program did not address the
causes of the decline in the shrimp fishery. The causes
remain unknown and the decline continues. The pro-
gram was hampered by the lack of ba.sic fishery
statistics and population biology of the target species.
Evidence also suggests that the program was ineffec-
tive because of the relatively large population size and
mobility of the shrimp stocks, The program appear ed
to be too small and produced too few shrimp in rela-
tion to stock size to be effective.

Marifarms

Marifarms of Florida provides an example of com-
mercial stocking and inanagernent of shrimp in
natural waters. It also provides a case study of an in-
advertent release program. Kittaka �981! describes
Marifarms' operations in detail. Briefly, hatchery-
produced post larvae of all three commercial Gulf
shrimp species were released at various times int,o
enclosures. The enclosures were netted off portions of
a coastal bay in northwestern Florida. Enclosures
ranged in size from small pens, used to hold the
smallest, newly stocked post-larvae, to larger nursery
areas, to final growout enclosures. The pens were
located within the nurseries, and the nurseries within
the growout areas. Rotenone treatments were used to
control predatory fish within the netted area.

Post-Larval brown and white shrimp were blocked
in spring and early suininer for fall harvest, Pink
shriinp post-larvae were released in late summer to
overwinter for a spring crop. While survival in the in-
itial stocking pens and in the nary areas was good,
recovery of harvestable shrimp was very poor, 2-13%
for whites and 0-10% for browns; fev: pink shriinp
were harvested. Problems with fouling of the nets,
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escape of shrimp, weather damage, and an inability
to control predator populations contributed to the
failure of the operation, even after 3 full years of efFort

Incidental!y, the catch of white shrimp in the vicini-
ty of Marifarrns' operations was reported to increase
during the life of the project, This prompted some tp
suggest that the escaping shrimp were augmenting
tbe natural stocks. IIp to 100,000 pounds of white
shrimp were landed in the bay after Marifarms
started operations, up from negligible harvests in
prior years  Kittaka, 1981!, While interesting, the
relationship between these increased harvests and
released shrimp has not been substantiated.

Italy

In contrast with the unsuccessful restocking efforts
attempted in Kuwait or the questionable results ob-
tained at Marifarms, Italy is more of a success story.
The local Mediterranean shrimp species  P.
kerothu rus! caiight ofF the coast of Italy had been in
decline for many years. Changes in water quality and
over-fishing had put extreme pressures on the stocks
Since the opemng of the Suez Canal, an alternative
shrimp species from the Indian Ocean had become
available. Following initial trials in the north in 1982
 see Lumare, 1984, 1986; Lumare et al., 1986!, re-
searchers in southern Italy stocked a 12,0l-acre
lagoon in 1983 with this exotic species. Three years
of releases in this lagoon have resultecl in a recovery
of between 24 and 33 percent of the stocked numbers.
Stocked shrimp exhibited excellent growth in all
years. Researchers calculated benefits exceeding costs
by over six to one. Because of this success, the effort
was expanded to other lagoons along the Italian coast.
Wide variations in lagoon configuration, salinity and
temperature regimes, and especially in fish biomass
in the lagoons have resulted in variable success for
different restocking programs, Recovery rates of 20-46
percent are reported. The most successful programs
are in lagoons that have restricted access to the sea
and are fished by fishermen's cooperatives, which
cooperatively and exclusively own the shrimp. The
most important factor however, appears to be the
presence of low fish biomass in the stocked lagoons.
Because the cost to benefit ratios are good <from 1:2.2
to I:9! and the returns of stocked shriinp are high  up
to 46'7c!, the program continues to expand to new
areas.

The keys to the success of the Italian program are
as follows. The areas stocked were lagoons with
limited access to the sea and low fish densities. The
resident shrimp populat.ions in these lagoons was
small or nonexistent. so the release contributed signifi-
cant numbers of recruits. Because this was a newly
introduced species, t,he shrimp populations were

relatively well studied and growth, mortality, and
other data necessary for efFective stock management
were well known. Based on previous work in both
Japan and Italy, the ecological requirements of the
shrimp were well known and suitable stocking areas
had been clearly identified. A critical component of
the program was an efficient hatchery system for pro-
ducing inexpensive post-larval shrimp for the
program.

Controlled production, synchronized with st,ocking
needs, good larval survival, and low unit costs for the
hatchery contribute significantly to the success of the
restocking program. The cooperative approach used
by the fishermen to fish the stocked shrimp resolved
a potentially thorny problem of ownership. Clear
ownership of the stock is required in order to have
returns defray the cost of stocking and to direct the
benefits to the target social group. Finally, the costs
to benefits ratio is good because of the very high price
received for the shrimp in the local markets.

Japan Ib:visite'tI

In contrast with the high cost and controversial Seto
Inland Sea management program, the successful pro-
gram managed in a small coastal lagoon in eastern
Japan deserves examination  see Uno, 1986!. This is
the first successful release program in Japan. The con-
ditions for a successful shrimp restocking program ap-
pear to be in place. The lagoon is small and is
cooperatively fished by the resident villagers. The
shrimp fishery was small, landing about 40 tons per
year. The biology and ecology of the shrimp species
 Pj irponicus! are very well known. The lagoon popula-
tion is particularly amenable to management by a
restocking program because the population does not
migrate away from the lagoon. Releases of post-larval
shrimp have been carried out by the Prefectural
government since 1978. More than 17 niil]ion were
released between 1978 and 1983, Prior to the release

program, five n.atural shrimp populations were found
in the lagoon. Analysis of trial release and fishery
data indicate that most released shrimp stay within
the lagoon to overwinter and contribute to the next
year's fishery. Yields from the shrimp fishery after t,he
start of the stocking program iinproved by a factor of
over 2,4. Landings rose from about 40 tons per year
to over 100 tons per year after the implementation
of the program in 1978, As with the Italian ex-
perience, the limited area to be fished and managed,
and a well-studied population contributed significant-
ly to the success of the program. With efTective state-
run hatcheries producing inexpensive post-larvae,
clear ownership of the stock by the villagers and good
market prices for the product, the success of the pro-
gram was assured,
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APPliCIItiOn tO the
Mississippi Sound Fishery

Based on the experiences and results
of a variety of propagation and restocking programs
worldwide, the success of such a program in Mississip-
pi Sound does not appear to be feasible. For fisheries
operating in wide areas, such as Mississippi Sound
or the northern Gulf of Mexico and with larger and
more mobile populations  Lassuy, 1983; Muncy, 1984;
Gitschlag, 1986!, the key is habitat preservation. At
the scale of the fishery operating in Mississippi Sound
and offshore in the northern Gulf, this is a less costly
and more efFective approach than the propagation and
release program.

The roles of marshes and submerged aquatic vegeta-
tion to the shrimp fishery is well established  e.g.
Turner, 1977; Weinstein, 1979; I.aussey, 1983; Mun-
cy, 1984!. These areas serve as a nursery, providing
shelter for juvenile shrimp from predators and pro-
viding important sources of food. There is a distinct
negative correlation between landfill of wetlands and
declining shrimp yields. Total shriinp yields in Loui-
siana were found to be proportional to the marsh
acreage in the state, On a larger scale, shrimp yields
in the northern Gulf of Mexico were found to bc pro-
portional to the combined area of submerged aquatic
vegetation and marshlands, Finally, the decreased in-
tertidal habitat that was flooded in spring tides cor-
related closely with declines in the size of captured
shrimp as well as in the abundance of shrimp caught
 Turner, 1977!.

Both the critics of the Seto Inland Sea program in.
Japan and most other shrimp fishery manageinent
experts have concluded that, is it inore effective, inore
rapid, an.d less costly to preserve wetlands and
submerged aquatic vegetation nursery habitats from
further loss than to ilnplement a hatchery and stock-
ing enhancement program  Uno 1985!. Avoiding in-
discritninant development to protect nursery areas is
overall of greater benefit to enhancing shrimp popula-
tions than any hatchery and release program. Ex-
perience has shown that stocking programs are ex-
pensive to start up, are prone to technical problems,
are costly to operate, and require extensive databases
and fnonitoring efForts to ensure success. Protecting,
restoring, or even creating needed submerged aquatic
vegetation and marsh habitat is the most promising
approach to stock augmentation of shri mp in
M ississippi Sound.
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To my knowledge, there have not been very ma.ny
studies completed where this topic was thoroughly
wrung out. There have been a few investigations done
by the International Trade Commission, and I'm go
ing to mention these to give an historical perspective
on what led up to the study that was done back in
1985 in Florida But, there have not been any real in-
depth analyses to look at this fairly popular notion
of controlling or restricting shrimp imports. It's an
idea that had its vogue. I think there are sonre
political problems in terms of intplementing such 8



program. The 1985 study is the only study that I'rn
aware of that has really gone through and tried to
assess some of the impacts of such policy.

I'in not standing up here as a proponent or an op-
ponent of trade restrictions. I think, as Tbm Mcllwain
mentioned, the political current is running against
it right naw. Our Republican Administration over the
past S years has been in staunch support of the free
market. That's obvious to most of us. The Caribbean
Basin Initiative is an exainple of the Administration'.s
position on trying to encourage export from develop-
ing countries into the United States, So I think that' s
areal tangible issue that would have to be addressed
in trying to implement such a policy � what is the cur-
rent political standing on these kind of trade restric-
tions that would limit imports corning into the United
States?

I'm not going to give you too many trend numbers.
You' ve already had two or three people give you a very
comprehensive overview of the trends that describe
the industry, Ken Roberts did a very good job of set-
ting the stage and looking at the trends in import
levels, prices, and landings. I'm not going to try to get
into that. If you will, keep those numbers in mind,
though, and in perspective. What I would like to do
is provide a historical perspective on investigations
that have taken place regarding tariffs, quotas, or
other types of import restrictions.

if yau look at landings, landings have historically
been increasing up through about 1977, That was the
record year, the year we boast about in terms of Gulf-
wide production. Of course, there were some fluctua-
tions, Yet, an upward trend existed through those
years up to 1977. Landings have since been relative-
ly stable, although there have been significant fluc-
tuations from year to year.

Imparts have been steadily increasing over the
years, In fact since 1960, there have only been 3 years
when landings exceeded the import on a head~R'
basis. Starting in 1981, import volumes went "out the
roof" for a variety of reasons.

The first formal trade investigation I' ll talk about
was in 1960, Doinestic landings were the domina.nt
source of supply, However, imports were increasing
steadily up through 1960, and between 1960 and 1961
was the first year that imports exceeded domestic lan-
dings. In 1960, there was a mild recession in the
economy. And there have been several recessions since
1960 � in 1974, 1977, 1979-81, and in the mid-1980's.
Each time one of those recessions occurred, we had
a decline in prices. In other words, there was a price
break in a nominal sense and also in a real sense, as
Ken was talking about this morning, when you ac-
count for inflation. So even in a real dollar sense, we
had breaks in terms of the prices being received for
the product. Producers were seeing this growing im-

portance of imports, and perceived themselves as be-
ing crowded out. Persistent increases in imports ex-
isted and there was concern about that. So an in-
vestigation was launched by the U.S. Ihriff Commis-
sion under the provisions of the 'I@riff Act of 1930 ta
assess this situation of growing levels of imports in
the market � what's it doing ta the domestic shriinp
industry'?

The URIC found there was considerable concern
regarding import levels in the market, However, they
felt that imposing tariffs or quotas would severely
hamper the future growth of the ind.ustry. The shrimp
industry was considered a growth industry in the ear-
ly 60's, and putting restrictive measures in place
would cut back on that growth and dampen it. Such
policies were felt to be politically unpopular. The study
concluded there were significant impacts of imports
on the industry, but there was nothing to be done
about it.

Again, in 1974 and 1976, the industry experienced
some economic downturns  i.e., mild recessions!.
Disposable income actually declined in 1974 and
1976. Fuel costs began to increase rapidly during that
period. The operating costs of the vessels were going
up. Revenues and profits per vessel were going down.
The cost-price squeeze was becoming a critical issue
during the early and mid-1970's.

In 1975, the second formal investigation on shriinp
imports was launched by the U.S. International Trade
Coinrnission. Again, during 1975, what inotivated this
study, what led up to it? The economy was in a reces-
sion. Disposable income was falling so the purchas-
ing power of the dollar was falling. Demand for seafood
products was dampening a little bit. Noininal and real
prices for shriinp at the dockside were beginning to
fall. Fuel costs were going up. Import voluines were
persistently increasing. Between 1961 and 1977, im-
ports and landings were pretty much neck and neck,
one certainly not out-pacing the other. Like I men-
tioned earlier, doinestic landings exceeded imports in
1971, 1977, and 1976, I believe. These were the
motivations behind the indu.stry to get this kind of
a study done. What they found, agai~, was th at there
was considerable concern regarding iinparted shri mp
products arriving into the country, at least at the pro-
duction sector level.

The President actually commissioned relief funds
to be released for those firms that felt they needed
relief from import competition. Records indicate.
though, that no one actually received the tunds. Oniv
one or two firms on record actually applied for them!
So the Commission in its study found there to be con-
cern or actual damage, reparations were warrant.ed,
the President authorized funds to be released to the
industry for them to collect in an attempt to mitigate
their dainages due to the import volumes that were



Ouming in and exerting undue cOe competition, yet nobody
applied for the money.

B tween 1979 and 1981 vve a
»ning in the late 197Q

198G's. Real Prices fell oQ again in 1982 and 1983 as
did nominal prices In fact, the Y b gan to take a slide
and even throug 1986 and 1987. the real prices ha

p
remained fairly h'gh, even through fuel costs were
beginning to mitigate a little bit. Insurance became
a crucial issua 11surance costs sky
vessel op rator had a lot of concern about this issue
during that period of time.

Imports began to really increase in 1981 as the U,8
dollar on the world market strengthened When that
happens, theory tells you that foreign countries want
more of our more valisable dollars. In addition, foreign
product is cheaper on the wor ld market, So whenever
the dollar strengthens, we tend ta see imports increas-
ing, exports decreasing. The~ are those, however, who
will argue the theory an th,at. We were also beginning
to see record per capita seafood consumption, and as
Ken Roberts mentioned, increases in per capita
shrimp consumption were even out pacing those for
total seafood consumption. So i rn parta were climbing
and domestic landings were relatively stable,
although there was considerable fluctuation from year
to year.

The final study was done back in 1985, again, by
the USITC. The study was again motivated by all
these economic conditions that were really being ex-
erted at the prod.uction sector level and they did a very
good job of documenting the loss in competitiveness
of the domestic shrimp trawler. They did a very good
job of showing that, in fact, imports had become an
important source of product an.d U,S. processors were
becoming very dependent on imported supplies of
shrimp. But the study was fairly noncommittal, It
didn't lead to any sort of recornrnendations regarding
tariffs, quotas, or any other types of trade restrictions.
In particular, there was no specific analysis done on
the importance of various t.rade policies.

This lacking led to the study completed by the
University of Florida. The authors were the late Fred
Prochaska, who was in the Food Resources and
Economics Department at the time, and Walter
Keithly, now at. LSU, They felt the issues regarding
the impacts of tariffs and quotas needed to be looked
at very closely and very comprehensively, Thus, a
study was initiated through the depar"nt and fund
ed through Sea Grant a.nd departmental funds. Keep
in mind the conditions that were currently existing
in the economy: stable production declining prices,

The attempt first constructed a model for the de-

they assessed the effects at the ex-vessel price levels
of changes in import volurnea Then they wanted to
look at the changes in investment in the shrimp fleet
resulting from changes in ex-vessel price. So t,he at-
tempt was to measure or to estimate some demand
and supply models. Quantity supplied was hypo-
thesized to be a function of imported shrimp price ex-
pressed as some weighted average of foreign curren-
cy. Another variable used was same proxy of the price
that Japan was paying i' or "ported product on the
world market. Then they used a market clearing con-
straint saying that the quantity supplied has to be
equal to the quantity demanded. So we' ve got a com-
plete model here that will allow us to estimate these
functions for quantities supplied and demanded, The
model used data from 1960 through 1981.

What they found was that a 10 percent increase in
import price will reduce the quantity demanded by
roughly 3 percent. Quantity demanded of shrimp is
not very price responsive. In ot,her words, as price
changes, the quantity of shrimp demanded doesn't res-
pond very much, We' ve got a demand curve that we
refer to as fairly price-inelastic.

If we look at quantity supplied, on the other hand,
as related to import price, a one percent change in im-
port price results in about a 0,955 percent change in
quantity supplied, almost a one-to-one shift. As price
increases by one percent, quantity supplied is going
to increase by one percent. Again, our demand curve
is fairly unresponsive to changes in price. Price can
change quite a bit, but quantity demanded is not go-
ing to shift very much, In addition, there is about a
one-to-one shift in terms of the price of product, and
the quantity supplied.

The two policy options we want to look at are tariffs
and quotas, The first option we' ll look at is a 30 per-
cent tariff � in other words, a 30 percent ad valorem
tax assessed on imported product being brought into
the country- When you da that, you' re not initially
altering the demand curve As we impose a 30 per-
cent tariff on the market, the import price is going
to increase by 23 percent, The reason we don' t, have
a full 30 percent increase in import price is because
we have a trade-off between price and quantity
demanded. What that's going to do is reduce the irn-
port quantity demanded by 6 percent. So a 30 percent
ad valorem tax or a tariff is goirig to increase import
price by 23 percent and shift import volumes back by
6 percent � not much of an. effect, I might add that this
30 percent tariff was what. was considered politically
popular at the time. The nation of a tariff or a quota
has not been politically popular, but the 30 percent
tariff was within the realm of possibility when con-
sidering these options. So that's the reason 30 percent
was chosen,

A key question is what is the effect of this taxation".



lt's essentially a tax. Who's going to pay it? Roughly,
80 percent is going to be paid by the U.S importer-
the 23 percent shift is going to be paid by him. The
foreign exporter will be receiving a lower price per
pound, so he's going to be paying essentially 20 per-
cent Will the U,S, importer simply pass the full
amount on to the consumer? If not, how much would
he absorb? How resistant will this particular market
sector be to such a policy? Remember, this is a tax and
will generate tax revenues, and in this particular
scenario, that 30 percent tariff would create about
$130 million in tax revenues. That's a plus. That' s
assuming that the industry could get its hands on
those revenues to be used in either enforcement,
management, or research of some form. This issue of
incidence of the taxation is important. Again, how
much of that is going to be passed on to consumersP
The exact amount is unknown, but it's a possibility
that all of it could be.

The next option is the 90 percent quota, What this
means is you' re reducing the available volumes by 10
percent, not by 90 percent, You' ve got 90 percent of
the vo! ume now available after the quota has been put
in place. With this 90 percent quota, you' re going to
have about a 50 percent increase in import price, and
by definition, a 10 percent decrease in import volumes.
The question is, who gets these profits? This is not
a tax. The 30 percent tariff was a tax, The quota is
simply an artificial volume restriction, How is this
product going to come into the marketplace? Where
is this profit going to go?

There are three options, maybe other options, but
three of them I will discuss briefly. First, the domestic
importer couM simply go out and buy on the world
market at a lower price per pound and then sell at
a higher price, which is the likely scenario. The
domestic importer would then gain those profits, Se-
cond, it could very well be that the foreign exporter,
realizing that this policy is now in place, refuses to
sell at the lower price. They know that the domestic
importer can receive more, so they hold out for a much
higher price, and, therefore, make the windfall pro-
fits that the policy was intended to generate for the
domestic industry. Finally, another possibility is that
the federal government could sell off import permits
s.nd use those sales to then fund industry maaage-
ment or research projects. So the quest.ion with the
tariffs is who essentially pays for that taxation? With
the quota you' re talking about who is going to end
up with the profit Those are important issues to con-
sider when you' re trying to assess the potential im-
pacts at the various market levels of' these types of
policies.

The whole idea behind these potential policies is to
have an effect on the production sector, At least that' s
one of the major motivations f' or the four studies that

have been done to date, In addition to the demaad and
supply models, there was an ex-vessel price model
estimated that was exp~ as ex-vessel price being
a function of real disposable incoine, Gulf and South
Atlantic landings, beginning U.S. inventories, and
volume of imports Hecall, now, that both the tariff and
the quota impacted the volume of imports, So that' s
how we are able to generate thi.s effect on ex-vessel
price.

What are the impacts in terms of ex-vessel price
of these two policies? The 30 percent tariff, again,
would result in a 6 percent decline in import volumes,
which would then result in an 8,4 percent increase
in ex-vessel price That's holding everything else con-
stant, When you interpret these parameters in these
models, you' re saying !et's change one thing and
hoM everything else constant. There are drawbacks
in terms of doing that, but that's how you interpret
these parameter estiraates. So, the 30 percent tariff
would result in only an 8.4 percent increase in ex-
vessel price � not much. The 90 percent quota, on the
other hand, by definition, reduces the volume by 10
percent. It would result in a slightly larger impact at
the dockside of a 14 percent increase in ex-vessel
prices.

Those are the first-round effects. That's hoMing
everything constant. That's saying that the first in-
itial impact on the marketplace would be this ini-
mediate irs~ in ex-vessel price What would be the
second-round effects as the ma.rket begins to shift to
this change in dockside price? One of the second-round
effects wou.ld be the possible price effects through in-
ventories. If we decrease the import volumes, we
might have a negative impact, on inventory levels.
That's been found to play a fairly substantial role in
setting dockside prices, Ken Roberts. this morning,
showed us a graph that indicated inventory levels
have been fairly constant over the past 5 or 6 years.
But if we were to institute a trade restriction policy
and have a significant cutback in import volumes, we
might see some decreases in inventories. Based on this
model, a 10 percent reduction ininventories would in-
crease ex-vessel price another 5 percent. Therefore, to
look at the full effect we would have to look at not on-
ly the effect of the decrease in volumes of imports but
also the inventory effect We wouhl have an additive
effect that might be greater than the 8,4 percent or
the 14 percent increase in ex-vessel price I mentioned
before. So effects through inventories are another
possible source of price increases.

Now, let's look at how thc concept can turn around
and bite you if you.'re not careful, The final model
that was estimated was a determination of fleet size.
Fleet size, in terms of number of craft  boats and
vessels!, is a function of lagged ex-vessel price. In other
words, investment this year in shrimp boats and
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shrimp vessels is a result, of what happened last year
in the industry. That might not be too unrealistic. The
final model expressed total number of craft in the
fishery as a function of ex-vessel price last year and
landings last year. What are the potential impacts in
terms of fleet size of such a policy?

With a 30 percent tariff, the 8,4 percent increase
in ex-vessel price  and note that ex-vessel price enters
into the function again here so that's how we' re able
to crank out some nuinbers for changes in fleet size!
results in an increase of about 355 vessels or boats.
The 90 percent quota, on the other hand, again, in-
creasing ex-vessel price by 14 percent, would result
in nearly 600 vessels and boats entering the fishery.
If we want to buy into the notion that we' ve got an
over-capitalized industry out there right now, and feel
like there needs to be some kind of an effort-control
mechanism, then we need to be cognizant of the fact
that when we introduce these kinds of trade restric-
tions, there could be some effects in terms of invest-
ment. If we are increasing price, that could very well
entice people to invest, entering mare boats in the
fishery, thereby having some effect, possibly in the
long run, on catch-per-unit effort and profits, In other
words, the entry of additional boats and vessels could
dissipate any increases in per vessel profits gained
through high prices. So we may very well be defeating
the purpose of the entire program izriless we' ve got
some way to control this entry of new boats into the
fishery as prices increase at the dockside through
restricting volumes of imports arrivirig in the market.

In summary, the 30 percent tariff would decrease
import volume by 6 percent, ex-Vessel price would in-
crease by 8.4 percent, and we would. have an entry of
355 new vessels coming into the fishery. The 90 per-
cent quota would, by definition, decrease voluines of
imports by 10 percent, ex-vessel price would increase
by 14 percent, and we would have rou.ghly 600 boats
coming into the fishery,

The model was estimated in 1985. What are some
of the major changes that have taken place in the in-
dustry that would possibly alter the empirical rela-
tionsh ips that were found? Obviously, we' ve seen some
changes in price, We' ve also seen changes in quanti-
ty, particularly as Chinese shrimp have been arriv-
ing in record volumes, as weII as the increase in
Ecuadorian imports over the past 6 years, Those may
likely not have much of an effect ori the parameter
estiinates because all you' re doing is changing quan-
tity and price as you' re sliding up along those curves.
You' re not changing the parameter estimates or the
slopes of those curves, What you want to assess is
what has happened in the marketplace that would
change the slopes of those curves?

One possibility is that, real disposable incoine has
been increasing. Since the recession in the early

1980's, we' ve seen an increase in real disposable in-
come, Fer capita consumption has been going up. In
essence, the demand for seafood products, particular-
ly for shrimp, has been increasing. The market is
becoming stronger and stronger. What that could
possibly have done is made demand even more price-
inelastic. In fact, if the model were re-estimated now
we might even see more of a price impact from these
two policies.

In addition, we' ve had a weakening of the U.S. dollar
on the world market. During the early 1980's, when
imports were really beginning to climb, as inentioned
earlier, the U.S. dollar was very strong on the world
market. In the past 3 years, it has begun to weaken
substantially, Would that have had any effect on the
nature of product supply entering into the U.S.
market? In regard to the major countries exporting
shrimp to us, our dollar is still very strong with them,
so there may not be much of an effect even though in
balance the dollar has been weakening. Also, world
markets operate on flexible exchange rates, and our
major trade partners are intrinsically related in terms
of our trade patterns, So given flexible exchange rates,
the old theory that as you weaken the dollar you
decrease imports and increase exports may not have
as much validity as it did in the past. Also, a major
country that is now in the market that was not in-
cluded in this particular analysis was China. So the
relationships that would need to be included with that
particular country in its major role in the marketplace
were not included in this particular model. I'm not
quite sure how that would affect it, but that is one
major source of product that was not included.

I think Ken Roberts raised a few very iinportant
points this morning in that when we are looking at
these import patterns and trends over time, we need
to be very careful not to look at a "broad brush" of
what's going on, This particular inodel did that, It
didn't break out size categories. It didn't break out
countries of origin or cold-water versus warm-water
shrimp. Ken pointed out very clearly that even though
imports have been increasing, we have seen particular
increases in size classes and product forms. This model
could be improved substantiaHy by trying to focus on
that. The tariff and quota might have more of an ef-
fect on particular size classes or inore of an effect on
certain regions in the Gulf as opposed to other regions
because of potential dominance of size classes at cer-
tain times of the year in various regions. That would
be an improvement to the model as it now stands.

Walter Keithly at LSU is currently in the process
of revising the model and incorporating some of these
more disaggregated concepts into the model. He has
found, though, that incorporating the last few years
up through 1987 into the inodel, actually the relation-
ships have changed very little. I think if we can get



away from prices and quantities and just focus on
those percentage shifts, they are still fairly valid.

You need to be cognizant of the fact  and this has
been brought up several times this morning! that
these kinds of policies have pros and cons. Import
restrictions, theoretically, have positive benefits. They
have a potential direct positive impact on domestic
ex-vessel price. Also the inventory effect may apply
upward pressure to ex-vessel prices due to reducing
inventoriea Import restrictions may provide some sort
of short-run relief from the price/cost squeeze and,
possibly, in essence, reduce our trade deficit on shrimp
So there are some positive benefits, not to mention
the tax revenues that would be generated through the
30 percent tariff that could be used by the industry.

However, there are some negative attributes to the
policies. Processors have become very dependent on
imported shrimp, I SU and the University of Florida
are currently involved in a Gulf and South Atlantic
Fisheries Development Foundation-funded study to
look at the growing dependence by shrimp processors
in the Gulf region on iinported shrimp. It's no surprise
to anybody that, in fact, they have become very depen-
dent, Everyone's saying "if you cut shi iinp imports
back we can't stay ia business," I think that's no news
flash! We' re trying to not only look at the changes in
dependence or the increase in dependence, but also
where is this product going? What particular market
channel is it better suited for? Are there particular
product forms that iinported products or aquacultured
products are being directed to? Or are there specific
market channels that aquaculture shrimp products
are being directed to? If there are policies put in place
that would restrict aquacultured shrimp or imported
shrimp, thea we need to look beyond the dockside aad
into the marketplace and see what impact it's going
to have on consumers, on retail buyers aad other
market levels in the system, By reducing imports, we
may jeopardize the economies of scale that the pro-
cessors are enjoying right now with the large volumes
of imports they can move through their plants. We
could possibly increase the seasonal variation in the
availability of shrimp products and thereby disrupt

the consistent local employment in communities
where shrirap proeeeing facilities are important to
the local economy,

As ex-vessel prices increase, how iauch of that is go-
ing to be passed on to consumers? Disposable income
has been rising, We' ve had recessions in the past, We
could very well have recessioris ia the near future. If
retailers push consuraers too far with increases in
price of shrimp products, that might have a detrimen-
tal effect on the growth we' ve been seeing in per capita
consumption. How strong is that market out there for
shriinp products? How strung is the market in general
for seafood products? It could very well be that a reces-
sion could dampen the growth in the seafood market
in general and ia particular for shrimp. If we increase
the price at the dock and it's passed on to consumers
aad then we encounter recessionary conditions in the
econoiny, how will the market respond? Also, the ad-
ministrative costs need to be considered. How would
you go about administering such programs?

So, in essence, these kinds of import restriction
policies could serve as double-edged swords. On one
hand they may have positive attributes that need to
be assessed and considered. But I think it is equally
as important that we need to he aware of the potential
negative attributes of these kinds of restrictive trade
pe 1 ic les,

Are they politically acceptable? I think right now,
given our ciirrent Adininistratioa, politicians pro-
bably would not entertain these kinds of policies. Who
knows? I don't know what President Bush is going to
do in terms of our trade agreements and in terms of
trying to maintain the policies established over the
past 8 years, whether they be good or bad.

The tariff and quota issue is certainly one that
needs to be looked at. I think the initial atteinpt by
Prochaska and Keithly to look at some of the basic
relationships and basic impacts was an important con-
tribution, I think if it's something that's going to be
looked at more closely by the industry, then there
needs to be much, much more research done on it aad
done on a much more disaggregated level iu the
future,
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position, of bycatch. These were soinewhat oppor-
tunistic. Of course, there was no requirement that
anybody carry an observer, but we did arrange a fair-
ly widespread program that collected a lot of data at
that time. In the two other programs a little bit later
in time, there were observers placed for direct obser-
vations of turtle catches, and for evaluating TEDs,
that did provide some direct observations of shriinp-
ing activity and the amoiint of finfish caught.

We have a much longer time series available of our
standard resource survey and SEAMAP cruises. These
don't operate in any way like a cominercial shrimp-
ing operation, and of course, we would not expect the
catch rates of finfish on these cruises to be necessari-
ly very close to what would occur on commercial
shrimping vessels. They do give us a longtime series
handle on the abundance of the fmfieh species in ques-
tion that we can take int,o accourit to make our
estimates, We basically have direct observations of
what catch rates were during periods of known abun-
dance, we have continuous estimates of shriinping ef-
fort from our commercial statistics program, and we
have fairly continuous estimates of the abundance of
these species from our resource surveys program.
Therefore, we were able to generate a time series of
estimates of the bycatch. Now keep iu mind, we make
no bones about it. These are not the same level of
rigor, if you will, of our commercial statistics or even

DATA SOURCES
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I guess the finfish bycstch has come up in at least
one tallt, perhaps two, this morning. About 2 years
ago, we were asked to make soine updated estimates
of the bycatch based on whatever data we had on hand
for the Fisheries Management Councils. What I want
to do is go through the information that has been
passed to the Council based on the data on hand.

I want to talk to you about the data sources
themselves. We don't maintain a data collection pro-
gram on bycatch anything like we do the coinmercial
shrimp statistic program and, therefore, we have to
estimate bycatch in the shrimp fishery by fairly in-
direct means, I' ll give you the results of some of those
estimates, both in terms of the total quantity and the
catches on some selected species. Of particular in-
terest to commercial and recreational fisherman are
some of the estimates of the catches of the less com-
mon species caught in shrimp trawls. We do have some
estimates of the approximate levels for a good many
of those species.! will talk a little bit about the cause
and effect, The issue here is there have been some
notable declines in standing stocks of a number of the
finfish species, particularly the sciaenid family � the
croakers, drums-in the Gulf of Mexico, and it's a
knee-jerk reaction. "Well, it must be because of the
shrimp fishery bycatch." I will show you that while
there's certainly an important consideration there, the
evidence is rather circumstantial. And I' ll talk a bit
about information needs, if indeed the Councils wis"
to have more detailed information on bycatch before
inaking any decisions.

We do have, in our files, three sets of data that are
direct, observations by observers on shrirn boatsp
engaged in commercial shrimping to estimate and
measure bycatch on these vessels  Figure 1! Thes~
studies are fairly old, They were, in some cases, op-
portunistic, and in two cases, directed at other
research. But they do provide at least. some direct

The firste first of these was a directed bycatch stud back
s. There were some observations that

continued into 1981 as part ol'that study. We did place

ing the amount, s cipecies composition, and size com-
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our recreational statistics. These are the data on hand
and under the law of the Fisheries Conservation
Management Act, they are the best available data and
the ones that the Councils must use in their decision-
making processes.

The studies were actually divided into separate
areas. Ill focus primarily on the local area. When it
actually came to making the time series estimates,
we found that we did not have enough data down off
the southwest Florida area to even make the
estimates, so some of the estimates I' ll give you a lit-
tle later apply to the other areas  Figure 2!, Also, a
very serious limitation � they apply only offshore,
essentially from the barrier islands outwards. We had
only a scattering of observations inshore There are
virtually no direct observations of shrimping opera-
tions inshore and, therefore, we felt we could not make
any estimates of the bycatch quantities. Based on
sketchy observations there, we do have some indica-
tions of the rough amount of total bycatch, but nothing
to estimate catches of individual species. That's pro-
bably the biggest unknown area still to be addressed,

We estimate that bycatch of finfish by the shrimp
fishery is probably in excess of 1 billion pounds inost
years  Figure 3!. It, of course, is so large not because
any individual shrirnper catches so much, but because
there are so many shrimpers. As far as the local area
is concerned, we have a breakdown of the species com-
position  Figure 4!. This is primarily based on data
that was taken in the 1970's. The species composition
would be a little bit different today. There would be
less croaker and, in a relative sense, the bycatch would
be more dominated with long-spine porgy. The data
suggests that for every pound of shrimp caught,
sotrtething on the order of 10 pounds of fish are
caught.

ANNUAL SHRIMP TRAWL RNRSH BYCATCH
IMiliions of Poamchr!

Again, the direct observations are rather old, The
standing stocks out there for some species have
changed considerably and, therefore, it seemed unwise
to just take the bycatch estimates based on data from
1975 and say that's what's occurring today. We did
make an attempt to extrapolate based on the ratio of
the catch-per-effort of the shrimp fleet in direct corn-
parison to catch-per-effort of research vessels work-
irig in the same area, We' re not saying in any way that
we catch the same thing, It would be different ior
every species. For species that are distributed, like

AVERAGE SHRIMP AND
RNFISH CATCH

I!IORTH CENTRAL GULF
 AREA 2!

Total = 561 t'ai!!ion Pounds
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shritnp, shriinpers wauld probably have a higher
catch-per-effort than the research vessels, For many
species that are distributed much differently than
shrimp, the research vessel catch-perwffort would pro-
bably be considerably higher, If you are willing to
make the assumption that the ratio of catch-per~crt
of the shrimp fleet and catch-peraffort of the research
vessels is relatively constant, you can go ahead and
make an estimate. That in itself is probably not a bad
assumption figure 5!.

We did so, and I have some estimates using a
statistical technique. I vvcpn't go through any of the
details of that. But we did come up with estimates
 and these are averages over a 13-year period! of the
numbers of target fish species caught in the shrimp
fishery  Figure 6!. Bycatches are dominated by
croaker, the most abundant trawl+aught fish in the
Gull'of Mexico by a considerable margin. U you look

LINEAR MORSEL OFFSHORE
BVCATCH ESTINIATES

at the catch in this area, and particularly just west
of the Mississippi River Delta you find the catch is
dominated by croaker much of the year. Species like
k;�g mackerel, Spanish mackerel, and even red snap-

r ~auld be fairly inconspicuous in that catch, The
~tential problem arises because of standing stocks
~ king niackerel, Spanish mackerel, and red snapper
are considerably lower than they are for croaker. So
the possible impact that these much smaller catches
may be having on those stocks is an area of some
concern.

This concern was addressed by the NMFS Miami
Stock Assessment Group, who took our bycatch
estimates, did the saine type of bookkeeping that we
do foi stock assessinents of directed fisheries, adjusted
for mortality, and estimated the survivorship rates,
They looked back and estiinated the amount of
recruitment that went to support the shrimp fishery
bycatch. They asked themselves, "if the shrimp fishery
bycatch suddenly stopped, what potential would be
there for increase in yield?" Red snapper  Figure 7!
had the largest potential, I suspect it's because red
snapper tend to be distributed out in the open Gulf,
and along shore, very much the way brown shrimp are.
Indications were that yields to the directed fishery for
red snapper would increase 60 to 90 percent if the
shrimp fishery bycatch did not exist. King mackerel
yields would increase 20 to 30 percent and Spamsh
mackerel yields wouhi increase 40 to 60 percent. The
shrimp fishery is a user group that takes a fairly
sizable share of the potential production of these
species.

Let me switch topics slightly and talk about what
we' ve seen in trends in abundance in the area that

we' ve designated the primary area for our groundfish
surveys  Figure 8!. We' ve run surveys in this area, par-
ticularly in the fall of the year, arid we have a con-

POTENTIAL YIELD
INCREASE WITH MO BYCATCH
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tinuons tizzy.e series from 1972 through 1988. There
have been some fairly major changes in abundance
of croakers, trouts, and drums in this area. I' ll step
through what, I think, suggests that shrimp fishery
bycatch, although definitely not the sole contributor
to the situation, it is certainly associated with it. We
had a fairly steady drop in our catch rates, expressed
as a biomass estimate of kilogram per hectare in our
fall trawl survey, Although thingh vary quite a lot
from year to year, catch rates have dropped substan-
tially and steadily over the 1972 - 1988 time period
 Figure 9!. If you plot that catch-per-effort, that
biomass estimate, for just Atlantic croaker, which has
made up the bulk of the catch, until most recently,
 now it's dawn until it's approximately level with the
quantity of longspine porgy in the catch!, its catch rate
had a substantial drop during that period  Figure 10!,

The obvious question is, "are these declines due to
environmental factors? Are they directly due to the
bycatch, or is there soinething else?" Again, I can' t
answer this totally at this time. We had a strong up-
ward trend in sbrimping effort in the area surveyed
over the sazne period of time  Figure ll!. Again, con-
siderable f! uctuation year to year, but a fairly steady
upward trend, If we then plot the catch-per-effort in
the research surveys against shrimping effort, there
is a pretty strong association  Figun.. 12!. During time
periods of Iaw shriinping effort there was high bioinass
and during time periods of high effort there was pret-
ty low biomass out'there, Clearly, anything else that
changed in a linear trend over time would also show
a siinilar behavior.

One thing that does suggest that fishing is very
much a part of this hioinass reduction would be the
average weight of the fish caught  Figure 13!, That
has dropped substantially over the time period, That
sort of a drop in the average weight tends to be very
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much associated with increased fishing pressure.
it's a circumstantial indication that the fin-gain, 1

f sh catch in the shrimp fishery may be an important
part of the reasoii for that decline in standing stock.

As far as there being an environmental cause, if it
purely an environmental cause, 1 th ink we would

tend to suspect declines acToss the board in all species.
That's not really the case. Most of the declines have
been in the estuarine dependent species, We' ve seen
dechnes jn Atlantic croaker, catfish, spot, sand and
sliver sea trout�which are estuarine-dependent
species Much of their life cycle is like the life cycle
of the penaeid shrimp They go through a estuarine
phase Soine of the more offshore species have also
shown fairly significant, declines,

A number of the other species that tend to be both
a little more off-bottom and a little less estuarine-
dependent have stayed fairly stable over the period,
including the butterfish, longspine porgy, some of the
sea robins, and sea basses. Blue crab has increased
over the period  Figure 14!. ls the shriinp fishery
responsible for the decline in the finfish stocks? I
think given the rates of shrimping and the catch rates,
it's almost certain shrimping is contributing, But in
terms of actually partitioning it out, if you viewed it
as a problem of what is responsible, I cannot, at this

ATLANTIC CROAKER WEIGHT
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Year

Figure 13
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time, assign how much is environmental and how
much is fishing.

ln terms of future needs, it certainly seems the
Council is interested in making decisions in this area,
and continuing to monitor the standing stocks of the

Methods of Improving User-Group Input
into Resource Management Decisions

Vernon BeviH
Executive Director

Mississippi Department of Wildlife, Fisheries, and Parks
Jackson, Mississippi

t appreciate the opportunity to be here with you to-
day. As indicated, I am going to talk with you a httle
bit about the user group involveinent that I see
necessary to good decision making in governmental
agencies, And to get to that point of discussion, I think
I will share first with you a little bit of the things that
drive the philosophy of management style of Vernon
Bevill.

We are all products of our environment. I grew up
in a family-owned grocery store in Mansfield, Loui-
siana, My daddy left me with a thought that I have
not been able to shake and have found to be true time

and time again. And the thought goes something like
this: you can slap a man across the face with your left
hand and pat him on the back with your right hand

offshore species is a very vital part of that. The up-
dated estimates of' the bycatch are very important
sinCe the last directed observations Of actual commer-
cial shriinping activities that occurred in the offshore
arena took place back in 1982. There is one small pro-
ject underway novr in Louisiana that is looking at the
inshore and near-shore bycatch. There is a lot of work
that is yet to be addressed in terms of assigning cause
of the downward trends that we' ve observed in biomass
 whether it's a fishing cause or an environmental
cause!. And, ifbycatch is seen as a problem, there has
been very little investigation to date of the technical
options for reducing bycatch. The options do appear
to be fairly promising. None of the TKDs that have
been developed were developed to reduce bycatch, but
The National Marine Fisheries Service TED, in fact,
does reduce bycatch, I don't think any of the others
have been tested for bycatch reduction, but the rigid
TEDs seem to have some potential. If the hue and cry
went up to come up with a technical means of reduc-
ing bycatch, there is probably good potential there.

and don't expect him to feel the pat, Treat fnlks like
you would want to be treated, I think, is the essence
of that statement.

When I went to college at Louisiana Tech, otic of the
cliches that has stuck with me revolves around the
notion that 90 percent of wildlife and fisheries
management is people management. If you can't bring
the constituency along with yon, you' ve got big-time
problems. Being able to work with people to the bet.
ter ment of resource management is the key to good
resource management. In that same vein, I recall s
biologist in Louisiana noting to me, "'Son, I don't care
how dumb, ignorant, and stupid the inost basic
sharecropper you ever cross paths with seems to be
to you, if you will listen to him long enough, sooner



dd 'later he's going to tell you something you didn tor r esknow." That ties into another cliche I bee~-
knowledge is power. And I hope what we' re here about
today is the dissemination of knowledge for the bet-

of ll. The dissemination of good and proper
information is what is going to lead us t roug e
maxe in which we find ourselves in the last of the 20th
Century in the resource management arena.
The ability to work with one another in a construc-

tive way is the ability to solve problems. If we cannot
work with one another in constructive ways, we can-
not find constructive solutiona I said at a public hear-
ing in Wiggins, Mississippi, last year and I wasn' t
talking about shrimp, I was talking about deer hunt-
ing, but it applies, "If extremists could solve problems,
there would have been peace in the Middle East in
Jesus' time," I don't think that the resource manage-
ment problems that we face in the late 20th Century
will be solved by extremists and extreinisrn ap-
proaches. They will be solved those who are willing
to find and stand on the middle ground of good
resource management.

Another comment I have had stick with me since
the first day I went to work for the South Carolina
Wild! ife Department as a turkey biologist was inade
to me by a biologist nained Robert Gooding. He ob-
served to me as we drove from where I was stationed
in Edgefield, South Carolina, to Columbia, South
Carolina, that the piecemeal destruction of our fish
and wildlife resource still results in the same end: it' s

destroyed.
So I will come to you very pointedly and teII you that

my philosophy of management first and foremost puts
the productive capabilities and care and stewardship
of the resources above the uses of inan. That might
ring a little contrary to some of your thought pro-
cesses, but think about this just a minute. If we don' t
put the resources that God gave us dominion over
above our own greed, then our greed will destroy those
resources. We have to become good stewards in the late
20th Century if we are going to have a 21st Century.
It strikes me kind of poorly that in my lifetime the
two most abundant resources on the face of the
earth � air and water � have become the most unusable
in this 44-year period of time that I' ve seen than they
have been contaminated, destroyed, and disrupted in
all those several billions of years that this old earth
has spun around the sun. In the technology age that
we are in-and some of us sometimes think that
technology is the solution to all woes; I submit to you
that technology has put us where we are � on the brink

i e tec no ogy isof destruction of a lot of things. While techn I
a curse, it is also a blessing because technology and

the probleins that we have talked abo t oda,
But technology in all its capability is a useless tool

in the hands of people who have no knowledge of how
to use it, And we have done a very, very poor job, and
there are a lot of very learned people in this rooin who
have done some treinendous work. But, government,
both state and federal, has done an extremely poor
job of imparting that wealth of knowledge and infor-
mation that could equate to great opportunity to the
people who use the resource. Trying to dovetail what
we know with the users' need has been a misfit ever

since I' ve been in this business. In fact, when I came
into this business,! know for a fact that governinent
tried as hard as it couM to keep the public, to keep
the users, to keep its constituency at arins' length, We
went through a tremendous growth opportunity and
capability and knowledge to inanage the resource, but
we did a very poor job of t,rying to bring our consti-
tuency along with us. And now we find ourselves in
the late 20th Century with a gap of sorts, several gapa
as a matter of fact, and they all boil down to one big
gap � it's called a credibility gap.

When I cain.e to Mississippi, I didn't find any par-
ticular difference here than I found in the other two
states that I have spent tiine in. We have done a poor
job here of working with people, just as I felt like we
did a poor job in the other two states of being good
communicators and facilitators of opportunity in
federal resource stewardship and manageinent. I had
a lot of opportunity to think about how to do a better
job, and I am abiolutely convinced that we have to find
ways to inerge the thought processes together in ways
that are going to help facilitate good decisions about
resource management.

They are not easy decisions. We have the privilege
of working in this business at a time when all the easy
decisions have been made, folks. It's the hard decisions
that lie ahead It's the tough decisions, and they are
tough for several reasons. One, because the en-
vironmental stress that has taken 'place to this point
has put a lot of these resources on the brink of col-
lapse. The downward trends and trendlines of species
that we see now, particularly in the Gulf of Mexico,
concern me And yet, 25 years ago, a fisheries biologist
would have told you that you couldn't overfish a
10-acre farm pond. We have learned a lot in the last
25 years But we' ve d.one a poor job of imparting what
we' ve learned to the people in terms that will make
things dovetail together and work for the betterment
of all. That brings me to the point of my topic: how
do we go from this point forward and build better
working relationships through better communications
that lead to better, stronger, more applicable deci-
sions? Not easy decisions, but applicable decisions.

The Departinent of Wildlife, Fisheries, and Parks,
like any public agency, gets information through a
number of sources. We get inforination in foruins just
like we' re here about today, We get information and



we dispense information through the telephone,
through the public hearing, through correspondenca
We get information through petitions and our
response to petitions. Ne get information from
facilitated workshops. I'm going to call Chris Snyder
fo~ in a few minutes to talk to you about an up-
coming facil.itated workshop. And we get information
through the survey, either mail surveys and/or
telephone surveys. There are lots of ways to manage
resources well, there is no one exact way to inanage
the shrimp resource exactly right. There are lots of
methodologies that can be applied to manage shrimp
or deer or whatever and do it well, if you set forth the
right parameters within the goals and objectives of
how you would go about doing it.

There's lots and lots of state and federal case law
that says that in this country the fish and wildlife
resources are held in trust for the people by the state.
In other words, I own those shrimp out here just as
much as anybody in this room owns those shrimp, So
it is in.cumbent upon government to be good stewards
of those resources for all the people, not just f' or a few
of them. If we do our job of protecting the resourrx:s,
then everybody benefits and, hopefully, everybody
profits.

I have had the opportunity to sit here and listen to
some discussion about imports and those kinds of
thin.gs, and I submit to you that while the local
economy and the local industry inay have its woes and
troubles, we in this country, through our knowledge
base, are much more capable of bringing our resources
back than are many of these Third World countries.
These Third World countries are exporting their
resourve at the expense of and probable disaster of,
in my opinion, many of these resources. It is going to
be incumbent upon us to get our mess fixed to the
greatest extent we can so that when that happens, the
demand is still going to be there. Maybe we can then
better fitt that void if we do our job today and make
good decisions today for tomorrow.

The facilitated workshop is one of the greatest tools
I think we have available to us in the late 20th Cen-
tury to build good interlocking communication be-
tween the professionals that manage the resource and
those who use the resource. 'Ib me, the most irnpor-
tant facet of what drives the facilitated workshop is,
in one word, consensus, There are lots of different

thoughts that come out through the facilitated
workshop methodology that are laid on the table
for consideration by a managable sized group. If we
were going to have a facilitated workshop today, we
would have to break up into about three or four groups
to do that well because facilitated workshops work
best when there are a maxiurn of a dozen to fifteen
people around that table working together. I think
we have a lot of opportunity to lay good information
on the table for people to consider so that wise
management decisions come out of the facilitated
workshop approach to management. You use
facilitated workshops to shape the issue, shape the
management options, shape the regulatory options,
and get them ready for public consideration. To me,
in government, the facilitated workshop is not a
means to an end, it's just a start in the process of
reaching good decisions.

Lastly, I think a tool that has been underutilized
in this state but I think represents an opportunity
that is very much in front of us is the comprehensive
mail questionnaire. You lay before your constituency,
whether they are shrirnpers or deer hunters or which
ever group of constituents you are trying to deal with,
good, sound management opportunities and let them
"roll their own," You let them tell you what most suits
them. I think that's part of what good governing is
about, We are managing these resources for the peo-
ple. Let the people be a part of teHing us how best they
would like to see those management options applied.
That doesn't say you give the people in the survey
tudiiTous management options. You give them sound
management options and let them tett you vr hat types
of options they would like to see you pursue.

These are the two things that I think we have a
great opportunity to use as tools to improve better
management of our resources because I t,hink they
create excellent lines of communication and improv-
ed understanding of what the resource circumstances
are, resource needs are, and what the people needs are.

'Ib sum up my management philosophy very clear-
ly for you: I believe in participative management, I
think that's the only way to ga We in government can' t
make decisions in a vacuuin, and we can't be all t.hings
to all people But I think we owe the people that we
serve to become better lists ners, and that's what we' re
going to try to be.
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Mississippi Department of %iMlife, Fisheries, and Parks

Brloxr, Mrssrsstppr

As resource managers, we basically use regulations
as the tool to accomplish the management goals that
we set out. The law requires that we hold public hear-
ings to get input from the public on these regulations.
What we' ve found in the past is that these public hear-
ings have been ane af the worst ene mies that we have
as far as relating ta the public that we' re supposed
to be getting input from, Primarily, it's because it' s
the only opportunity the public has had to speak. And.
when you only have one opportunity, you end up say-
ing what's on your mind. So rather than public input,
these usually turn into gripe sessions. No good input
is received by us, the managers, and the public feels
that no one has heard what they have said.

In looking at how ta improve input, we looked for
s different way to do it that provides good input to
us. We' ve found that people don't want ta go to public
hearings. We don't because we end up being griped
at all the time, and the public doesn't want to carne
because they feel that the decisions have already been
made, The facilitated workshop process is one way to
try to get people involved on the front end.

What we' re doing right now is addressing what has
been one of the most heated, controversial issues we' ve
dealt with in recent times, anc} that's the live bait in-
dustry and the use of some of our estuarine waters
by that group, Rather than us deciding what sort af
changes we want to make, we' ve begun these
facilitated workshop processes. As Mr. Bevill stated,
it's to be done with a small group of people. There are
one or two ways yau can do that One is to invite
everyone to come and break them into small groups.
The other way is ta try and have representatives of
the larger groups carne in, sit dovvrr, and make input
for the entire segment.

That's what we' re trying to do with live bait right
naw, ta have the live bait dealers select a small group
of 10 or 12 representatives to carne, sit doer n with us,
and make input into what they would like ta see done
across the board. There are no regulators or managers
there. My role is not, ta answer questions, not ta
discuss the issues, but ta help this group sit down and
ga through the process in an orderly numner and come
to the conclusion. The way we do that is by a several-

step process where each person identifies their con-
cerns and issues they want to talk ta. Then once we' ve
done that, the group discusses these issues,
categorizes them, decides which ones are the highest
priority, and then develops recommendations or solu-
tions based on those priorities that have been
established.

What you find is that you get out of that adversarial
atmosphere. Our managers are not in the room. It' s
the bait dealers, in this case, who.will come, So we
write everything they say on wall charts sa everyone
knows that what they' ve said has been noted. It's bas-
ed on a group consensus building process with the
theory that a group will make a better decision than
an individual. That's what we try to do. We' ve done
it on a number of issues and we' ve had good results
and we' ve had less-than-good results. But, in every
case where we have used this process, the peap! e wha
participate feel good about what they' ve done Some
of them are in the room today who have been to some
of these workshops. Our people feel good about it
because when they participate, they feel they have
received genuine input, There's a little bit of carnplain-
ing that goes on, and that's okay. We all need to say
things sometimes.

What we' re doing with the live bait issue is trying
to get something more than emotionalism out of it-
a real working consensus on solutions ta the problem,
After we meet with the live bait dealers, have gotten
their input, and, essentially, helped them decide what
they would like to see in a logical manner dane in
their industry, then we will take a smaller group of
them and meet with our biologists and managers and
go through the same process to try and see if we can
make their input meld and work with good, sound,
biological principles,

When we have done that snd get something that we
feel is a good consensus of this small a group, then
we take it to a public hearing and tbe general public
can come and comment,

We' ve found in the cases where we' ve dane this that
the response is extremely good from the public The
public hearings are not just gripe sessions, or they' re
nat just us talking to no one  which is the other thing



Participants in the Mississippi Shrimp Conference

 Participants' a89iations are correct aa of tbe time of the workshop!

A C. Gollott
P. G. Box 1191
Biloxi, MS 39533

Mike Cooper
219 Beach Blvd.
Biloxi, MS 39530

Chuck Adams
1170 McCarty HaH, Voff
GainesviBe, FL 32611

Al Armitt
54 Christopher Drive
Gulfport, MS 39503

Duane Dias
Southern Mississippi Plamung k Dev.
District
1020 32nd Avenue
Gulfport, MS 39501

Scott Gord.on
Boxcar of Manne Resources
2620 Beach Blvd.
Biloxi, MS 3953l

Vernon Bevill
P. O. Box 451
Jackson, MS 39205 Ron Grsave

Dept, Wildlife, Fisheries aud Parks
2620 Beach Blvd.
Biloxi, MS 39531

Warren Gautier
Pascagoula ice lt Freezer Ca
3708 ~ula
Paazagoula, MS 39567

Hank Bossdre aux
2620 Beach Blvd.
Biloxi. MS 39531

Ava Guin
South Mississippi Planning &. Dev. Distnet
1020 32nd Ave.
Gulfport, MS 39501

Jeffrey J. Gilbert
2202 Collins Blvd.
Guliport, MS 39507

Sue C~rhain
1020 32nd Avenue
Gulfport, MS 39501

John Gilbert
2202 Collins Blvd,
Gulfport, MS 39507

Richard Coleman
P. Ct Box 631
Vickshurg, MS 39180

1eon tk Hall
218 Beach Blvd.
Biloxi, MS 39530

Joe Gill, Jr.
Bureau of Marine Resources
2620 Beach Blvd.
Biloxi, MS 39531

Richard Coudrey
Center for Wetland Resources
lcuudana State University
Baton Rouge, LA 70803-7503

urge Higgeuhatham
P. G. Box 643
Biloxi, MS 39530
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that happens � no one shows up!. We' ve done this with
the bhie crab and shrimp trawler issues, We' ve done
it on soine finfish issues, We find that we don't always
get the perfect solution, In fact, on the blue crab
workshop, we got a solution that everyone didn't like
but everyone disliked equally. It was a consensus com-
promise that everyone felt was fair and something
they wanted to try. It was a beginning of a working
together process between groups that were conflicting.
%e're trying to do the same thing on a number of

I believe that as the public learns how this tool
can be helpM to them, and we as lnanagers learn how
we can use it, it will accomplish the ultimate goal,
which is to be able to sit down together and make
some of the really tough decisions that we have to

make in the future if we' re all going to survive with
resources at the level that we have today.

I feel very positive about it, and I think that the
Bureau staff members who have participated and the
user groups share my feelings. It's going to take a
while to get everyone involved and to get people com-
fortable with it But as far as my experience with
public hap and people walking into my office and
complaining versus my experience with this, this is
a far better way to go about dealing with the public.
We feel confident and comfortable about the idea and
believe that those who have participated do toa That' s
basically what we' re planning to do and how we' re ap-
proaching getting better constructive input from users
in the future for our programs.



Bill Hosking
A,labama Sea Grant Advisory Ser.
3940 Government Blvd.
Mobile, AL 36693

John "Sarge" Hutchison
101 Gaudy Circle
Long Beach, MS 39560

Mark Konikuff
Waterways Experiment Station ERC
Vicksburg, MS 39160

Chris LaGarde
203 Cittzen
St, Bay St. Louis, MS 39520

Jim ~
7920 Mana Place
Bay St. Louis, MS 39520

Ptu! Larriere
Jelferson Bank
P. O. Box 1419
Bi!oxi, MS 39530

David ~kich
265 Beeman Drive
Biloxi, MS 39531

Joseph H. Lack!ch
1251 Father Ryan Ave.
Bi!oxi, MS 39530

Mark Lac kich
1727 State St.
Biloxi, MS 39531

Caro le Lee
Dept. of Wildljfe, Fisheries, and Phrke
Jackson, MS 39205

Ray kenax
238 %rdido t;ove
BBoxi, MS 39531

Royce Luke
One Government Plaza
Gulfport, MS 39503

Ron Lukens
Gulf States Marine Fisheries
Commission
P. O. Box 726
Ocean Springe, MS 39564

Richard McLaughlin
University of Mississippi Law Center
University, MS 38677

Tbm McBwain
Gulfcoast Research Lab
P. O. Box 7000
Ocean Springs, MS 39564

Steve Meyers
Gulf States Marine Fisheries
Commission
F. 0, Box 726
Ocean Springs, MS 39564

Scott Nichots
5500 Bellevale Drive
Vane!eave, MS 39564

Neil J. Nielson
143 Chartres Street
Bay St. Louis, MR 39520

Joe Noel
7101 Kruger Pl.
Ocean Springs, MS 39564

Mike Orhach
Dept. of Sociology 6 Anthropology
East Carolina University
Greenvi!le, NC 27834

David Leo Peranieh
132 Melody Lane
Bay St. Louis, MS 39520

Allison Perry
115 Beach Blvd.
Biloxi, MS 39530

Patrick Peterson
The Sun Herald
P. O. Box 4567
Biloxi, MS 39535

Earl W. Ross
337 Fairview Dtive
Bi!oxi, MS 39530

Joe Ross
134 Maple Street
Biloxi, hiS 39530

Ed Ryan
145 Crawford St.
Biloxi, 1UIS 39530

Noah k, Helen Saunders
308 Williams cjt
Bi!oxi, MS 39530

Kelvin J. Shults
600 S. Beach Blvd.
Bay St. Louis, MS 39520

Chris Snyder
2620 Beach Blvd.
Biloxi, MS 39531

0, R, Spiers
P, O. Box 1468
Ocean Springs, MS 39564

Billy Thornton, Jr,
One Government Plaza Suite 224
Gu!fport, MS 39501

Chester L VanDevender
2302 Eden Street
Pascagou!a, MS 39567

Tom VanDevender
P, O. Box 726
Ocean Springs, MS 39564

Ray Vecchio
Rep. Dist. 112
2008 Ridgeland Drive
Gautier, MS 39553

Greg Verges
Fort Bayou Bait Shop
1022 LegMn Lane
Ocean Springrs MS 39564

Rick Wallace
A! Sea Grant Advisory Service
3940 Government B!vd.
Mobile, AL 36693

James Ray Warren
Gulf Coast Research Lah
P. O. Box 7000
Ocean Sprtngs, MS 39564

Bill Watson
623 42nd Avenue
Gulfport, MS 39501

Nick Wentxell
263 Kuhn St.
Biloxi, MS 39530

Charles H. Lyles
4900 E. Beilefontaine
Ocean Springs, MS 39564

Sanford 8aiki
Box 59
Long Beach, MS 39560

Lettie M, White
113 Peve!y St.
Ocean Springs, MS 39564


